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Introduction
Optical properties of materials are of key relevance for various applications, for instance data
transfer through optical fibers. For light at optical frequencies, sources (e.g. lasers), detectors
(such as photodiodes) and passive or active devices (such as lenses, filters and modulators) are
readily available. However, the so-called terahertz (THz) frequency window is still underex-
plored. It extends from about 0.3 to 30 THz, thus covering the far-infrared and lower part of
the mid-infrared spectral region. THz radiation is highly relevant for basic research and spec-
troscopy, as many resonances or excitations of physical systems are located at these frequen-
cies [THM+11]. Examples are rotations and vibrations of molecules, intraband transitions in
semiconductors and energy gaps in superconductors. THz radiation is also under considera-
tion as an information carrier in short-range wireless communication at THz bit rates, thereby
potentially replacing current GHz-based technology [FM10].
Such exciting applications require the ability to actively modulate the propagation of THz radi-
ation. Several methods have been used to achieve this goal, such as modulation via a magnetic
field [CTPP03, OeYK+06, BMR+12], via an electric field [YLC+12] or via application of periodic
arrays [IRH09]. However, modulation could also be realized by temperature variation, provided
the THz-optical properties of the modulator material are sensitive to this perturbation. Promising
candidates are materials that exhibit strongly temperature-dependent low-energy excitations. In
this thesis, several examples of such materials are investigated: the semimetal graphite and the
superconductors Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and MgB2.
The semimetal graphite has a small Fermi surface and a rapidly varying electronic density of
states around the Fermi energy, which is in sharp contrast to most metals. Therefore, thermally
and optically excited electrons should affect the strength of optical interband transitions around
the Fermi energy [KPS+05,PLM+04]. We further consider superconductors, which exhibit a band
gap in the ground state, making them transparent at certain frequency intervals in the THz range.
Upon heating, the superconductor turns into a normal metal without band gap, which leads to a
strong increase of the absorption of THz radiation.
This Thesis
In this thesis, the THz-optical properties of graphite and superconducting compounds are inves-
tigated by means of THz spectroscopy, both for samples in equilibrium as well as after photoex-
citation with a femtosecond laser pulse. We monitor the THz-optical properties as a function of
temperature or of delay since sample excitation. Appropriate modeling will provide insights into
the microscopical processes that govern the THz response of these materials and their ultrafast
dynamics. The following issues are addressed in detail:
• How do the peculiar electronic and phononic properties of graphite around the Fermi en-
ergy affect its optical properties? How does photoexcitation affect the optical properties?
What are the mechanisms of energy relaxation after photoexcitation?
We find that graphite shows a significant bleaching of about 20% for THz radiation fol-
lowing heating or photoexcitation. A two-step process of energy relaxation is found: on
1
a femtosecond timescale, electrons thermalize and concurrently heat few strongly coupled
optical phonons, followed by phonon cooling on a picosecond timescale.
• How does the superconducting phase transition affect the THz optical properties of super-
conductors? Are there differences between cuprates and BCS-type superconductors? How
does photoexcitation affect the superconducting state?
Thermal heating or photoexcitation leads to a phase transition and increased absorption of
THz radiation. Also, an indication for a pseudogap phase is found for the cuprate super-
condcutor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ .
Answering these questions required some effort in experiment as well as theoretical modeling.
For this purpose, an existing THz spectrometer was extended to enable temperature-dependent
measurements with high accuracy. Due to the transmission geometry chosen, thin samples on
THz transparent substrates were needed. Hence, much attention was paid to sample preparation
of graphite and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ . For MgB2, larger crystals have not been available so far, thus
a new method of sample growing was realized in a collaborating group from the Universita¨t
Bielefeld. In order to gain a microscopic understanding of the THz optical properties of graphite,
linear-response theory including band structure information was used. A new approach to quasi-
equilibrium properties has been successfully implemented by using pump-probe technique that




Solids exhibit various fundamental excitations, such as lattice vibrations and electronic transitions. These
excitations rule e.g. the conductivity as well as the energy relaxation in a material, which renders a detailed
understanding necessary. In graphite, the electron-phonon coupling is of special interest, since here, excited
electrons thermalize and subsequently relax via phonon-mediated cooling. One piece of the puzzle to an
understanding is electron pairing. The theoretical description of all mentioned excitations is presented in
Section 1.1.
Due to its peculiar small Fermi surface and the rapidly changing electronic density of states around the
Fermi energy, graphite is a promising candidate for applications in electronics and optics. Superconductors
are found to have a bandgap of some 10 meV around the Fermi level which determines the temperature
dependence of the superconducting state. Especially low-energy excitations should be highly sensitive to
temperature changes. Thus, optical properties should exhibit significant changes with temperature for
low-energy excitations in the cases of graphite and superconductors. Therefore, Section 1.2 introduces the
microscopic concept of the dielectric function ε(ω) that is measured in optical experiments.
For the study of low-energy excitations in the vicinity of the Fermi level, electromagnetic radiation in the
THz range provides the tool of choice due to its photon energy in the meV range. Therefore, the generation
of THz radiation by application of ultrashort laser pulses to induce nonlinear processes in matter will be
discussed in Section 1.3 followed by the presentation of the phase and amplitude sensitive electro-optic
sampling.
1.1 Fundamental Excitations in Solids
Solids exhibit various different fundamental excitations in equilibrium. These excitations are
characterized by different energy scales, such as:
• lattice vibration, so-called phonons (∆E ∼ 0.1 eV),
• electronic transitions (∆E ∼ 1 eV),
• bound electron pairs, so-called Cooper pairs (∆E ∼ 0.01 eV),
• bound electron-hole pairs, so-called excitons (∆E ∼ 0.01 eV),
• core-level transitions (∆E ∼ 10 eV).
These excitations can be probed using light-matter interaction in experiments where scattered
light is measured. If one wants to probe low-energy exciations, THz radiation is well-suited,
since 1 THz=ˆ4.1 meV.
3
Below, the considered interactions of phonons and electrons are introduced first separately, then
in terms of electron-phonon coupling (EPC) that will lead to Cooper pairs.
1.1.1 Separation of Different Degrees of Freedom
In general, the hamiltonian, including all interaction of a many-particle system, is given by
Hˆ = Hˆion + Hˆe + Hˆe−ion .
It is necessary to decouple different degrees of freedom and consider their interaction with only
limited partners and a background potential. This will be done in the following sections.
The large ionic massM leads to a simplification that allows us to treat the problem in two distinct
steps, the so-called Born-Oppenheimer approximation [BO27, FW03, Czy04]:
1. Due to their small amplitude and slow motion, the ions may be considered as fixed at their
equilibrium position to compute the electrons’ behavior.
2. The low-frequency ionic motion can be computet by assuming the electrons to have their
wave function appropriate to the instantaneous ionic configuration, i.e. treating the eigen-
energies of the electronic states as the effective potentials of the ions.
Thus, in a good approximation, the electronic system and the ionic system are considered decou-
pled. A closer look reveals different time scales for both systems: the electrons see a quasi-static
potential formed by the ions even when they are in motion since the electronic system matches
the ionic motion instantaneously. Then, the ionic motion is treated as a perturbation to the elec-
tronic system, leading to the EPC, since the limit of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is
given by the ratio of electron and ion mass:(m
M
)1/4
≈ 10−1 − 10−2 . (1.1)
1.1.2 Lattice Vibration
Since lattice and electrons are considered to be decoupled, the lattice vibrations shall discussed
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Since zero and first order terms vanish, only the second order term contributes.
A crystal showing a Bravais lattice andN unit cells with a base consisting of r atoms and periodic
boundary conditions in reciprocal space (R, t)→ (q, ω) then yields:
• N non-equivalent wavevectors q in the first Brillouin zone (BZ),












Figure 1.1: (a) Ionic motion of two atoms in transversal (T) and longitudinal (L) direction. (b) Schematic of the
resulting dispersion relation including acoustic and optical branches.













introducing annihiliation and creation operators bˆ†, bˆ, fulfilling the bosonic commutator relations











with occupation numbers nηq ∈ N. Each state can be occupied various times and for all q, there
exist rd frequencies ωηq , i.e. the phonon dispersion shows rd branches. All ωη (q) are periodic
concerning a reciprocal lattice vector G. For d branches, the dispersion is linear around |q| = 0
and ωη (q) → 0 for |q| → 0. These d branches are called acoustic, since their motion corresponds
to acouctic waves. The remaining d(r − 1) branches are called optical, since atoms in the unit cell
oscillate against each other leading to large dipole moments in ionic crystals. In some contexts
it is useful to additionally distinguish the displacement parallel or perpendicular to the wave
vector q, called longitudinal and transversal, respectively. A sketch is shown in Figure 1.1(a).
Thus, we discern:
• LO: longitudinal optical phonon branches,
• LA: longitudinal acoustic phonon branches,
• TO: transversal optical phonon branches, and
• TA: transversal acoustic phonon branches.
A scheme of the resulting dispersion relation ω(k) is shown in Figure 1.1(b). Optical branches
usually obtain higher energies than acoustic branches. Thus the highest phonon energies are
found in LO branches, while TA and LA modes are of lower energy as can be found in thermal
excitations. High energy phonon branches will play a major role in energy relaxation in graphite
as well as in superconductivity in magnesium diboride, in both cases due to the strong EPC.
Hˆharm describes a system of non-interacting bosons, the so-called phonons. Here, the Bose-
Einstein distribution function applies in equilibrium:
〈 nηq 〉 = b(E, T ) = 1
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q3
Figure 1.2: Schematic of three phonon processes: (a) decay of phonon (1) with energy ~ω1 into two phonons (2)
and (3) with energies ~ω2 and ~ω1 − ~ω2, respectively; (b) creation of phonon (3) with energy ~ω1 + ~ω2, the
sum in energy of (1) and (2). In all processes momentum conservation is found.
Phonon-Phonon Interaction
Phonons have an infinite lifetime, hence phonon-phonon interaction has to be included to Hˆharm

































Applying perturbation theory then leads to momentum and energy conservation:
±q1 ± q2 ± q3 = G , ±ω(q1)± ω(q2)± ω(q3) = 0 . (1.4)
For third and higher order terms Hˆharm does not diagonalize any longer and three-phonon pro-
cesses occur in V 3. Whereas energy and momentum are conserved, this is not the case for the
particle number (see Figure 1.2).
A process found to be important for energy relaxation in graphite, presented in Section 3.4, is




presented in Figure 1.2(a). Here, a phonon with momentum q1 and frequency ω1 scatters into
two newly created phonons with momenta q2 and q3 and frequencies ω2 and ω3. Scattering rates
for such three-phonon processes are found to be described sufficiently by the distributions of the
emitted phonon modes [Orb67, LvdLK71] with γ0, the scattering rate for T → 0:
γ1 = γ0 [1 + b(ω2, T ) + b(ω1 − ω2, T )] . (1.5)
Concerning Equation (1.4), one distinguishes normal processes with G = 0, and umklapp processes
with G 6= 0. Normal processes are restricted to the first BZ. Thus, umklapp processes are impor-
tant for the heat conductivity, since they lead to momentum relaxation in a crystal lattice.
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1.1.3 Electronic Transitions
After examining the ionic motion, we now consider the electrons. The hamiltonian of the elec-













|ri − rj |︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆe−e
, (1.6)
finding a free electron part Hˆ0 and a part Hˆe−e describing the electron-electron interaction. Eigen-
functions of Hˆ0 are Bloch states | kσ 〉. Since effects of spin interaction such as ferromagnetism
or spin-orbit coupling are neglected, the band structure does not depend on the spin σ, and the
Bloch states factorize into a spin and an orbit term: | kσ 〉 = | k 〉 ⊗ | ↑↓ 〉. Equation (1.6) can be














cˆ†k2 cˆk3 cˆk4︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆe−e
.
Here, annihalition and creation operators cˆ, cˆ† have been introduced, which fulfill the fermionic
anticommutator relations [GR86, Gro05]. Information on the band structure En (k) is needed,
especially if more than one band is considered. In contrast to phonons, fermionic occupation in





By some perturbation Hˆper, an electronic transition between two states | nk 〉 → | n′k′ 〉 can be
induced, e.g. via photons, phonons or impurities. Thus, the photon energy ~ω has to match the
difference in energy between initial and final states. The probability for such events is given by
Fermi’s golden rule:
W (nk→ n′k′) = 1
2
| 〈nk| Hˆper |n′k〉 |2 δ (En′ − En + ~ω) .
Here, the simplest case may be the annihilation of an electron in the valence band in state | nk 〉
and the parallel creation of an electron in the conduction band in state | n′k′ 〉. It turns out to be
sufficient to describe this excited state by an electron in the conduction band and a hole in the
valence band [Fre31]. Here, k′ = k + k~ω accounts for the momentum of the photon with k ≈ 0.
Electronic Density of States
In most cases we do not need the full information on En (k) for electrons. Thus, we define the






δ (E − En (k)) . (1.7)
Here, the factor 2 accounts for the spin degeneracy. D(E) provides information on the existence
of electronic states in a given energy range ∆E = E − En (k). Consequently, the Fermi energy
EF at T = 0 is given by: ∫ EF
−∞
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Figure 1.3: Vortex diagram of electron-phonon processes: (a) Absorption of a phonon with momentum q, (b)
emission of a phonon with momentum −q.
1.1.4 Electron-Phonon Interaction
So far, electronic and phononic degrees of freedom have been considered to be decoupled. This
simple picture will be corrected in the lowest non-vanishing order [Czy04]. To do this, assume
the ionic vector as a sum of lattice vector and the displacement of the lth ion to beRl = Rl0 +ul.
Expansion into a series leads to:
ν (r −Rl) = ν (r −Rl0)−∇ν (ri −Rl0)ul .
















∇ν (ri −Rn0)un ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ve−ph(ri)
.
Here, the term Vper diagonalizes in second quantization together with the kinetic part T , whereas










with matrix element Mkk′ = 〈 k |Ve−ph | k′ 〉. Further proceeding, especially using creation and














The first term describes the interaction of the electrons, while the second term represents the EPC,
as can be seen from mixed terms in bˆ and cˆ. The matrix element of the interaction is given by








d3r u∗k+q+G (r)uk (k) . (1.9)
Integration runs over the unit cell with volume Vuc. To emphazise a picture: the lattice displace-
ments lead to electronic transitions or electron scattering k → k′ = k + q by absorption of a
phonon with momentum q or emission of a phonon with momentum −q.
Usually, the processes are shown in vortex diagrams, as presented in Figure 1.3. Here, momentum
conservation takes place at the vortex, since the computation of the electronic matrix elements
leads to δ-functions [Czy04]. This picture is restricted to the first BZ, otherwise a reciprocal lattice
vectorG has to be introduced:











Figure 1.4: (a) Vortex diagram of a cooper pair consisting of two electrons with momenta k and k′ mediated by
a phonon with momentum −q. (b) Fermi surface with radius EF together with momenta k and k + q. If both
match the Fermi surface, the Fro¨hlich interaction is attractive.
Again, normal and umklapp processes occur as introduced in Section 1.1.2. In terms of Equation
(1.9) only longitudinal phonon modes couple to electrons. Otherwise the matrix elementM jk,q+G
vanishes because of q · ej = 0.
The discussed derivation of Hˆ0 is correct, provided that three conditions are met:
1. the expansion just included first order terms,
2. since phonons usually do not cause interband transitions, a one-band model was used, and
3. one atom per unit cell has been considered.
The most important restriction is number 3. Including more than one atom per unit cell would
lead to additional coupling to electrons, and thus optical phonon modes (see Section 1.1.2).
1.1.5 Cooper Pairing
The previous section has introduced the interaction of electrons and phonons. Now, consider
two electrons interacting via an effective potential V eff . If V eff is attractive, both electrons are
described altogether forming a so-called Cooper pair. This bound state has been postulated by
Leon Cooper [Coo56, Coo72] and points toward the BCS theory for superconductors [BCS57,
Bar72, Sch72]. Effective attractive electron-electron interaction [Fro¨50, Fro¨52] is mediated by a
phonon in the BCS case. Here, the Fro¨hlich model applies. An intuitive picture is provided
in Figure 1.5. An electron with momentum k induces a polarization of the lattice that attracts
a second electron with momentum k′. The attractive electron-electron interaction is retarded
since the first electron has already left due to the different time scales applying for electronic and
ionic motion (see Section 1.1.1 and [Czy04]). For this reason, the Coulomb interaction plays a
minor role. In fact, the coherence length of a Cooper pair bound by phonons is found to be ξ =
100− 1000 nm. Since Cooper pairing has more general features and does not only occur phonon-
mediated, its main idea shall be discussed here, as well as the excitation scheme of Cooper pairs.
The type of interaction V eff itself will be discussed in Section 4.1.2.
Consider the second term of Equation (1.8) with coupling to only one longitudinal phonon branch




(2). Here, perturbation theory yields:
(δEk)
(1)











Ek − (Ek+q + ω−q) .
9
k k’
Figure 1.5: Interpretation of a Cooper pair: Schematic of the polariza-
tion of the ion lattice induced by an electron. The first electron with mo-
mentum k induces a polarization of the lattice. Then, a second electron
with momentum k′ feels an attractive potential caused by the induced
polarization.
While the first order vanishes, the second order describes the interaction of the electron gas with
the phonons.
The insight of Cooper was to consider the initial state consisting of two electrons with k, k′ as
well as attractive interaction. This pair is put into a system of non-interacting electrons, filled to
EF . They scatter into states with k + q and k′ − q, while the total momentum is conserved as
K = k + k′. This is shown in Figure 1.4(a). From (δEk)
(2), the so-called Fro¨hlich interaction can
be calculated:
V eff(k, q) =
2 |Vq|2 ωq
(E(k)− E(k + q))2 − ω2q
.





The resulting non-interacting Cooper pair is given by the product:






where the single particle wavefunction is a product of position and spin. A spin singlet and the
pair at rest with k1 = −k2 is favored. This then leads to




Considering a pair with Fro¨hlich interaction in combination with the Pauli principle ( |k′ | , |k | >
kF ) and Ek − Ek′ < ~ωq ≈ ~ωD, the interaction becomes attractive
〈
k
∣∣V eff ∣∣k′〉 = {−W0 : Ek − Ek′ ≤ ~ωD and ∣∣k′∣∣ , |k| > kF
0 : otherwise




Since pairs are bound, it takes a certain amount of energy to break them up, leading to what is
known as the superconducting gap. In a superconductor, nothing happens until one supplies
an amount of energy equal to the binding energy, and once one bridges that gap, energy can
be absorbed. In this so-called order parameter ∆, the Debye frequency ωD occurs. Since the
coupling constant W0 shows a non-analytic dependency, no perturbation theory can be applied.
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So the problem of the superconducting particles is solved by reducing the number of interacting
electrons to just two and treating all the other electrons as fixed in place in the Fermi sea. Then it
is possible to show that an arbitrarily small attraction between these two electrons makes pairing
up together cost less energy than single floating. Cooper pairs thus are stable entities. Cooper
showed that pairing will inevitably occur as long as there is a weak interaction [Coo72]. This
does not need to be neccessarily a phonon mediated interaction.
To summarize, Cooper pairs show four fundamental properties, that will be exploited in Chap-
ters 4 and 5. Cooper pairs have
1. a small binding energy with exponential development (Equation (1.10)),
2. a critical temperature Tc below which they exist,
3. a large coherence length,
4. a Bose distribution due to integer spin.
The concept of electron pairing then leads to a description of the superconducting state. Cooper
pairs additionally have to condensate into a coherent state with fixed phase. So all pairs are
locked together, leading to a state that is not affected by scattering events because pair states
scatter into pair states. Since it would cost a lot of energy to break up Cooper pairs, they remain
locked and are able to sustain a current without Ohmic losses.
1.2 Light-Matter Interaction: Dielectric Function
Light-matter interaction reveals information on the fundamental excitations in solids. The basic
concept of all optical experiments is as follows: an incoming electromagnetic wave with electric
field E modifies the distribution of the charge carriers in matter and induces a polarization P .
This polarization is a source of new electromagnetic radiation that can be measured as scattered
light. The scattered light reveals information on the optical properties of a sample via the complex
dielectric function ε(ω) = ε1(ω) + iε2(ω). In general, all excitations show a fingerprint in ε(ω) =
1 + 4piχ(ω). This connects the induced polarization P to the total electric field E by
P = χE . (1.11)
Starting with a macroscopic interpretation, the quantum-mechanical description will be intro-
duced. Here, the microscopic model
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Hˆe−em + Hˆe−x (1.12)
includes several scattering terms accounting for the interaction of light and electrons (e− em) as
well as other sources for electron scattering (e− x).
1.2.1 Macroscopic Interpretation
Here, the imaginary part ε2 of the dielectric function represents the absorption, the real part ε1 a
phase shift between the induced polarization P and the driving electric field E. Real and imag-
inary parts are usually linked by Kramers-Kronig relations [Gre02], assuming the knowledge of
one part’s full frequency range. As will be seen in Section 1.3.3, electro-optic sampling allows to
measure both the real and imaginary part of ε(ω). Therefore, Kramers-Kronig relations are not
applied.
The macroscopic response of a sample can be linked to microscopic processes inside the sample
by using appropriate models. It turns out that both classical models and quantum-mechanical
description lead to an adequate description of different aspects of the samples response.
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Lorentz Oscillator
First, consider a dielectric medium as a sum of harmonic oscillators with electron displacement
x to the ion cores X via an oscillating electric field E. Every electron then is forced to oscillate,
damped by dipole emission. For small amplitudes the equation of motion holds [KH07]:




Here, γ is a damping constant to the undamped frequency ω0 . The stationary solution after a
relaxation time given by τ = γ−1 then is [KH07]:
x(ω) = − e
m
E(X, ω)
ω20 − ω2 − iγω
.
The caused dipole moment p = −ex leads to a polarization of all N dipoles in a given volume V
aroundX :
P (X, ω) = −N
V
ex(ω) .
Using Equation (1.11) then leads to the dielectric function [KH07]:
ε(ω) = 1 +
ω2pl
ω20 − ω2 − iγω
, (1.13)
introducing the plasma frequency ωpl =
√
Ne2/V m, i.e. the resonance frequency of the system.
Drude Model
Without restoring force (ω0 = 0), we find the solution for a free electron gas:





This generalization of Ohm’s law is called the Drude response [Dru04a, Dru04b] and suitable
also from a quantum-mechanical point of view. Here, the basic concept considers an electron gas
which drifts in the direction of an applied voltage and assumes that the motion of an electron is
not damped by collision with other electrons.
1.2.2 Microscopic Models





d3x jˆ(x)Aˆ(x, t) .
Here, the current density operator




[pˆiiδ(x− xˆi) + δ(x− xˆi)pˆii]
with positions xˆi and canonical momenta pˆii for all electrons i occur. First order perturbation











∣∣ jˆα |nk〉 〈nk| jˆβ ∣∣n′k′〉
En′k′ − Enk − ~ω − i0+ (ρnk,nk − ρn
′k′,n′k′) . (1.15)
We have to sum over all initial and final states of the unperturbed system, |nk〉 and ∣∣n′k′〉 respec-
tively. An incoming photon is absorbed if its energy ~ω matches the difference of the eigenener-
gies En′k′ and Enk and if the initial population exceeds the final population. The infinitesimally
small positive number 0+ has been introduced to ensure that the perturbing electric field van-
ishes in the past. Note that off-diagonal elements of the density matrix ρ have been ignored and











Figure 1.6: Schematic bandstructure around EF . A direct optical
transition between two bands (interDOT) leaves the momentum
of the electron virtually unchanged ∆k = 0, while an indirect
optical transition leads to a change∆k 6= 0.
1.2.3 Optical Transitions in Crystalline Solids
Now, the Kubo formalism is applied to Bloch electrons in a crystalline solid. The absorption of a
photon is possible via transitions between eigenstates of the unperturbed system
| nk 〉 ~ω−→ | n′k′ 〉 . (1.16)
Using pertubation theory, the hamiltonian Hˆ = Hˆ0+Hˆe−em with the unperturbed Bloch electrons
Hˆ0 results in an expression for the dielectric function which can be separated in interband (n 6= n′)
and nonresonant intraband (n = n′) DOTs:
εDOT = εinterDOT + εintraDOT .
After the additional inclusion of indirect optical transitions, IOTs, three different processes of
optical transitions can be distinguished:
interDOTs (∆k = 0, n 6= n′): The electronic wavevector remains nearly unchanged since the
wavevector of the light field is much smaller than the dimensions of the BZ. For an inter-
band transition, the initial and final state |nk 〉 and |n′k 〉 are in different bands n and n′,
respectively.
intraDOTs (∆k = 0, n = n′): The electronic wavevector remains nearly unchanged since the
wavevector of the light field is much smaller than the dimensions of the BZ. For an intra-
band transition initial and final states are identical, i.e. they are in the same band.
IOTs (∆k 6= 0): A higher order process involves further interaction by lattice imperfections ad-
ditional to light-electron interaction. Since the electronic wavevector changes, these transi-
tions are called an indirect optical transition.
Below, DOTs and IOTs will be explained in more detail and compared to the classical Drude
model. For this, the Drude formula (1.14) is linearized in Γ:









If the occupation number only depends on the electron energy fk = f(Ek), the direct intraband
part is given by [Ped03]




























· vnk · tvnk . (1.19)
Here, f is the occupation number of the Bloch state |nk 〉 and vnk = (1/~)∂kEnk the band ve-
locity. Considering the Fermi-Dirac distribution, only electrons around EF contribute. Since the
transition energy of an intraDOT vanishes, its contribution to the optical response is called free-
carrier response. It becomes appreciable for a large eDOS and large band velocities around EF,
where ∂f/∂E 6= 0. The intraDOTs are non-resonant and affect only the real part of the dielectric















tvkδ (E − E (k)) , (1.21)
showing roughly the same spectral structure as D(E) [All71] and introducing the group velocity




∇kEn (k) . (1.22)
Direct Interband Transitions
The direct interband part has to account for optical transitions
| nk 〉 ~ω−→ | n′k 〉
with resonances due to a photon energy ~ω. As presented earlier, the linear response formalism






|〈 nk |pi|n′k 〉|2 (fn′k − fnk)
(En′k − Enk)2(En′k − Enk − ~ω − i0+) . (1.23)
Indirect Optical Transitions






Additionally taking impurity scattering and interaction with phonons into account, contributing






wkk′ω (vkα − vk′α)2 fk (1− fk′) , (1.24)
with two parts of the electronic transition rate, we−impkk′ω and w
e−ph
kk′ω , due to electron-impurity-
photon coupling and electron-phonon-photon coupling, given by
we−impkk′ω =














∆E ± ~ωq± − ~ω
)− (∆E +±~ωq±~ω)] ,
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defining the difference of the energies of initial and final state ∆E = Ek′ −Ek. In this formalism,
the lattice impurities scatter more with electrons the more electrons are in the initial and the less
in the final state. However, as suggested by Equation (1.24), absorption of light that is polarized
along the α direction only occurs if the electrons change their band velocity vkα along the same
direction α ∈ {x, y, z}.
According to the linearized Drude model from Equation (1.17), which represents a combination





Im εIOTαα . (1.25)
Assuming a constant band velocity v2kα = v
2
F/3, matrix elements | V impk′k |2 = | V impF |2 for impu-
rity scattering and eDOS D(EF) around the Fermi energy yield an estimate
Γimp ∝ pi
~
∣∣∣V impF ∣∣∣2D(EF) (1.26)
for the Drude scattering rate, where the constant values can be understood as averages over the
Fermi surface. A large eDOS implies many initial and final states for the scattering of electrons
and therefore leads to a large velocity-relaxation rate. In general, the Drude scattering rate Γ
depends on the temperature Ta and the light frequency ω according to Equation (1.25), which is
especially relevant for a strongly varying eDOS around EF as found in the case of graphite and
for electron-phonon scattering.
Summary
The analysis has shown the real part Re εDrude to be linked to direct intraband transitions (in-
traDOTs) and the imaginary part Im εDrude to be associated with IOTs:
εDrude = Re εintraDOT + i Im εIOT .
Altogether, direct and indirect transitions contribute as follows:




All results presented here are based on experiments using ultrashort laser pulses and resulting
effects from their non-linear interaction with matter. The low-energy regime is of special interest,
since sources for short THz pulses have not been available until the development of femtosecond
lasers [BTS02], but various fundamental excitations in solids are found in that energy range. In
recent years, the so-called ’THz-gap’ has been filled by two different techniques: photo-mixing in
nanostructured antennas and difference frequency generation (DFG) in non-linear crystals. THz
radiation is in the far IR and MIR, 1 THz corresponds to an energy of 4.1 meV. As a consequence,
low THz intensities are completely overwhelmed by the black body radiation of the surround-
ings. In the experimental setup used, femtosecond laser pulses generate THz pulses in the range
from 1 to 5 THz and 10 to 40 THz using DFG. Here, the spectral range depends on the generating
non-linear medium. Using laser pulses also allows time-resolved detection. Electro-optic sam-
pling then enables us to measure the complete THz waveform, leading to the sample response
given by the dielectric function ε(ω).The THz range has been found to be well suited to inves-
tigate the electronic properties of materials, since it is sensitive to electronic excitations around
EF .
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This section presents the theoretical framework of THz generation and detection in brief, as pre-
viously done in [Sch05, No¨t07]. Subsequently, Section 2.1 provides an overview to the experi-
mental details. Since the non-linear effects are important, first a short dicussion will point out the
differences between linear and non-linear optics [vV04].
1.3.1 Nonlinear Optics
Applied high electric fields, as they can be found in ultrashort laser pulses, lead to non-linear
effects in matter. Since these pulses show a broad spectral range, dispersive effects also occur.
Starting with Maxwell’s equations, the wave equation for a macroscopic electric field E(x, t) in












The electric field induces a polarization P (E). Since vacuum is not polarizable, P = 0. If the
internal fields in matter are much larger compared to the applied external field, as is still valid
for ultrashort laser pulses, the polarization can be expanded into a series in E:
P = P (0) + P (1) + P (2) +O3 .
Equation (1.27) then becomes a non-linear partial differential equation. Following this, a Fourier
transform to the frequency domain has been performed under certain conditions:
1. the medium shows a local response, so just E(x0) contributes to P (x0);
2. the medium is homogeneous in the time domain, i.e. there is no particular point in time;
3. P (0) = 0, no polarization without external fields.
Linear Optics
For the linear response of matter, the polarization is proportional to the applied external field.
The proportionality constant is the linear dielectric susceptibility χ¯(1); a second rank tensor. It
follows a linear relation for the polarization:
P (1)(ω) = χ¯(1)(ω) ·E(ω) . (1.28)
Here, the dielectric function ε¯ = 1 + 4piχ¯(1) and the refractive index N =
√
ε are often used.







E = 0 .
Dependent on the experimental geometry, the dielectric tensor ε¯ becomes a scalar ε.
Second Order Nonlinear Optics
For larger external fields it is necessary to also take non-linear terms of the polarization series
into account. First, the second order correction will be introduced, fully describing the THz gen-
eration process. Subsequently, third order terms are presented, necessary for an understanding
of the femtosecond laser pulse generation.
An example shows the second order term of the polarizations P (2)(t). For practical reasons,
due to the broadband laser pulses, we consider two incoming electromagnetic waves Ej(t) =
1
2 (Eje
−iωjt + E∗j e
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of difference frequency gen-
eration (DFG). Two frequencies ω1 and ω2 in the
visible light lead to a difference frequency Ω =


























Here, each term describes a special non-linear effect:
Second Harmonic Generation (SHG): the outgoing wave has twice the frequency of the inci-
dent wave but the same propagation direction.
Sum Frequency Generation (SFG): a sum frequency ω = ω1 + ω2 is generated.
Difference Frequency Generation (DFG): a difference frequency Ω = ω1 − ω2 is generated.
Optical Rectification (OR): a static electric field is generated.
Thus, in non-linear media and for high external fields it becomes possible to generate second
harmonics, sum and difference frequencies. This is now applied to the generation of frequencies
in the THz range. Here, the broad spectrum of the near-infrared femtosecond laser pulses allows
THz generation via DFG as seen in Figure 1.7. The second order polarization then leads to the









P (2) . (1.29)
Third Order Nonlinear Processes
In analogy to the second order, a term P (3) occurs, describing the third harmonic generation. An
additional contribution is important to the generation of fs laser pulses, the so-called Kerr effect.
Here, the refractive index becomes dependent on the intensity of the incident laser pulse [Rul98]:
N = N1 +N2I .
This may lead to a self-focussing effect called Kerr lense and is widely used for the generation of
ultrashort laser pulses in Ti:Sapphire oscillators, a technique known as self phase modulation.
1.3.2 THz Generation
Low frequency generation in the THz range is possible via difference frequency mixing in non-
linear media. The laser pulses used in the experimental setup (790 nm center wavelength, 110
nm bandwidth, 12 fs duration) in principle allow a spectral range of more than 50 THz. Here, the
lasing medium is of importance: Application of ZnTe and GaP crystals result in THz radiation
below 5 THz (< 20 meV), whereas GaSe crystals are used to obtain a spectrum of 10 to 40 THz
















Figure 1.8: Geometry for THz generation in GaSe. The incident laser pulse with electric field Einc shows
two polarization components, an ordinary (o) and an extraordinary (e), respectively. The efficiency of the THz
generation can be influenced by tilting the angle ϑinc between the optical axis of the GaSe crystal and propagation
direction of the incoming laser pulse. In addition, the crystal can be tilted around its optical axis by the angle φ.
The non-linear polarization of a material may be a source for electromagnetic radiation with new
frequencies ω, propagating with a phase velocity vph = c/N(ω) through the medium. No de-
structive interference occur lest we do not find a resulting macroscopic wave. Here, the so-called
phase matching condition has to be fulfilled. Therefore, the dispersion has to vanish (N(ω) =
const.), as should be the case in isotropic media. In real matter, this condition is never fulfilled,
except for some birefringent crystals which show such a dispersion for special limited frequen-
cies.
Birefringent crystals have two different refractive indices, ordinary No and extraordinary Ne,
in different crystal directions. Here, phase-matching is achieved with respect to the angle ϑinc
between the optical axis and the wavevector of the incoming wave kinc and by the difference of
No and Ne. This will now be described in detail for GaSe [Sch05, KEWE99, HBTL00].
Gallium Selenide
A GaSe crystal is usually used to generate THz radiation in the range of 10 to 40 THz. Figure
1.8 shows the incident laser pulse with electric field Einc propagating through the GaSe crystal.
GaSe is birefringent, showing different refractive indices for different polarization directions. For
the two polarization directions Einc,o, Einc,e one finds:
o - ordinary direction: an angle φ between crystal axis andEinc,o occurs with wavevector ko(ω+
Ω) and frequency ω + Ω, and
e - extraordinary direction: Einc,e is perpendicular to the optical axis with wavevector ke(ω) and
frequency ω.
Via DFG a polarization with frequency Ω along (o) is generated, corresponding to type I phase
matching (eoo), with high frequency Ω + ω polarized in the extraordinary direction, the other
frequency ω in the ordinary direction. The resulting THz wave is p-polarized with wavevector
ko(Ω), proportional to the phase matching via the so called phase matching factor (eid∆k−1)/∆k.






Figure 1.9: Propagation of the THz pulse and the sampling
pulse through the ZnTe detection crystal. The THz pulse
induces a birefringence in ZnTe proportional to ETHz that
leads to a change in polarization of the sampling pulse.
By changing the delay t between ultrashort sampling and
longer THz pulse the complete electric field of the THz
pulse can be measured.
The phase matching factor has a maximum with vanishing ∆k. This is achieved by changing the
angle ϑinc between optical axis and propagation direction. A selection of the center frequency of
the THz radiation is possible within certain limits [HBTL00]. An additional degree of freedom is
the azimutal angle φ, accessible by tilting the generation crystal around its optical axis. Because of
the phase matching factor, an efficient THz generation has to fulfill |d∆k  1|. This is achieved
by using thin GaSe crystals with d < 100 µm. In principle, the same scheme can be given for
ZnTe and GaP. Here, No = Ne, different to GaSe, leading to different angles ϑinc and φ. The
experimental realization is presented in Section 2.1.2.
1.3.3 THz Detection
The electric field of the THz radiationETHz can be detected by application of a non-linear process
of second order, the so-called Pockels effect. Here, a birefringence in a crystal with non-vanishing
second order susceptibility χ¯(2) is induced by an external electric field, in this case, the THz
field. The induced birefringence can be detected by applying a second weak ultrashort laser
pulse propagating collinearly to the THz pulse in the visible range with electric field Evis (see
Figure 1.9). While the induced birefringence does not change the amplitude of Evis, the second
order correction to the electric field leads to a phase shift. Here, an ellipticity proportional to the
induced birefringence occurs, that can be measured with high accuracy as will be presented in
Section 2.1.2. Thus, phase and amplitude of ETHz are accessible. The advantage of this methodis
the measurement of both the real and the imaginary part of the dielectric function ε(ω) = ε1(ω)+
iε2(ω) of a sample. Kramers-Kronig relations are not necessary.
Again, the sensitivity is influenced by the duration of the sampling pulse and the phase matching.
A maximum in the ellipticity occurs, where THz pulse and visible sampling pulse propagate
through the detection crystal with the same velocity. The ellipticity becomes zero if the sampling
pulse sees the complete THz field. Thus, the sampling pulse has to be as short as possible and
thin crystals with d ≈ 10 µm have to be used. Thick crystals d > 100 µm are also suitable due to
random phase matching [KNW07].
Zinc Telluride
For the used ZnTe crystal a maximum in efficiency occurs if
• THz and sampling pulse propagate in [110] direction,
• the polarization of the THz and visible electric field are parallel or perpendicular to each
other, and
• the polarization of the THz field is parallel to [001] or [1¯10].
Therefore, the sampling pulse is s-polarized in the [001] direction, while the THz pulse is p-





In this thesis, the temperature dependence of low-energy excitations in the vicinity of the Fermi level in
solids are studied for graphite and different superconductors. This is done by using THz radiation to
investigate the equilibrium properties as well as the usage of NIR-pump THz-probe technique to study
photoexcited states far from the equilibrium.
This chapter presents the experimental details, starting with the femtosecond laser that is used to generate
THz pulses and the THz spectrometer in Section 2.1. The preparation of thin graphite, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8−δ
and MgB2 samples and the used cryostat are presented in Section 2.2. The work sequence introducing
challenges concerning temperature-dependent THz transmission is discussed in Section 2.3 followed by the
formalism for the extraction of the dielectric function from the measured THz waveforms from equilibrium
as well as pump-probe measurements.
2.1 Experimental Setup
2.1.1 Laser System
Femtosecond laser pulses have been used to generate THz radiation via DFG processes. These
pulses originate from a Ti:Sapphire oscillator that is pumped by a 532-nm pump laser. The laser
setup is presented in Figure 2.1 and will now be described in detail.
Pump Laser
The pump laser is an internal frequency doubled Nd:YVO4 solid state laser (Verdi V-10, Coherent
Inc.). The output wavelength is λ = 532 nm. The continuous wave power (cw-power) is at
maximum at Pmax = 10 W. For pumping the oscillator, P = 6.75 W has been applied.
Femtosecond-Ti:Sapphire Oscillator
Ultrashort laser pulses in the NIR have been used to generate THz pulses via DFG. They are
provided by a Ti:Sapphire oscillator (FEMTOSOURCE COMPACT M1, Femtolasers GmbH [Fem])
with a Ti3+ crystal as lasing medium.
The cavity supports longitudinal modes with constant phase, coupled via the so-called mode-
locking to get a pulse. Within a Ti:Sapphire oscillator, mode-locking is achieved by the nonlin-
earity of the Ti:Sapphire crystal. Passive coupling of the modes via the linear optical Kerr effect
takes place as has been introduced in Section 1.3.1. Maxima in intensity are focused. The cavity is
instable without the Kerr lense, so pulses are preferred to continuous waves. A short pertubation
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80 MHZ, 11 nJ,
790 nm, 12 fs
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the used laser system, consisting of the Ti:Sapphire oscillator and the pump-laser. The
components labeled are in the order of their appearance: L - lens; FM1 - concave dispersive mirror; FM2 - concave
dichroic mirror; EM, CM1, CM2 - high-dispersive chirped mirrors; OC - output coupler; ECDC - high-dispersive
chirped mirrors. The usage of each component is explained in detail in the text.
starts the self-focusing, realized by a short change of the cavity length (moving of the end mirror
EM). The result is a short peak in intensity, that now drives the pulsed mode.
The compensation of the velocity mismatch of the different longitudinal modes in the cavity is
important. The group velocity dispersion (GVD) would lead to a temporal dispersion of the
pulse. Dielectric mirrors with negative GVD, which reflect shorter wavelengths near their sur-
face, so-called chirped mirrors (EM, CM1, CM2), are used to avoid this. In addition, positive
dispersion is pre-compensated via the ECDC, leading to a negative chirp. Here, each double re-
flection on the two chirped mirrors compensates for the dispersion introduced by 1 mm of BK7
glass.
The applied pulses have an energy of 11 nJ and a duration of 12 fs (FWHM). The center wave-
length is 790 nm, with a spectral bandwidth of about 110 nm. A measured sample spectrum is
shown in Figure 2.2. A variation in the spectrum with time is observed, since the system is very
sensitive to the external conditions.
2.1.2 THz-Spectrometer
The THz-spectrometer is shown in Figure 2.3. A guided description can be given by following the
path of one single fs-pulse. The incident pulse is split up into three parts by two beam splitters:
1. generation pulse (30 % of the oscillator output power);
2. sampling pulse (20 %);
3. pump pulse (50 %).
In this order, the pathways through the spectrometer shall be followed below.
Generation Pulse and THz Radiation
The generation pulse passes a delay stage. Here, an access to the temporal delay t between
generation and sampling pulse (see Section 1.3.3) is given by a change of the path length. Lock-
in technique is applied in the detection. The frequency modulation is realized using a chopper














wavelength (nm) Figure 2.2: Typical fluorescence spectrum of the fs-Ti:Sapphireoscillator, showing a center wavelength of 790 nm.
condition for DFG, the polarization is adjusted by transmitting a λ/2-wave plate. The achieved
polarization is 45◦ with respect to the parallel (p) direction in the case of GaSe and 0◦ in the case
of ZnTe. ZnTe is used to find p-polarized THz pulses in the range from 1 to 3 THz, GaSe to find 12
to 35 THz. The crystal can be rotated around the horizontal axis, to change the center frequency
of the resulting THz pulses by changing the phase matching angle ϑ, as shown in Figure 1.8. The
resulting THz radiation is collimated by a gold-coated 90◦ off-axis parabolic mirror (PM1).
A silicon wafer (> 6000 Ωcm, Crystec GmbH) is used to block the remaining generation light.
Silicon shows nearly no dispersion or absorption in the mid and far IR, except for an absorption
line at 18 THz, resulting from a difference-phonon process, whereas NIR cannot transmit. To
maximize the transmitted THz radiation, the silicon wafer is mounted at about 44◦, the Brewster
angle for THz radiation. Then, the THz pulse is focused into the sample by PM2. After sample
transmittance, the pulse again is collimated by PM3 and focused into the detection crystal by
PM4.
Sampling Pulse and Detection
A polarizer s-polarizes the sampling pulse, which is then focused into the detection crystal. Sam-
pling and THz pulse must traverse the detection crystal collinearly. The s-polarized sampling
pulse accumulates an ellipticity as described in Section 1.3.3, proportional to the electric field of
the THz pulse. To have it surrounded homogeneously by the THz field, the THz focus is broader
than the one of the sampling pulse. By changing the delay t, the THz waveform can be measured.
THz and sampling pulse have different duration times, 100 fs and 12 fs respectively (see Figure
1.9). The generation crystal is ZnTe with a thickness of 10 µm, mounted on an optically inactive
medium [KNW07].
The elliptically polarized visible sampling pulse now traverses a λ/4 wave plate, resulting in a
pulse that is again linearly polarized, but tilted by an angle ∆α against the former s-polarization.
Finally, a Wollaston prism separates the horizontal and the vertical components of the polarized
pulse spacially.
Now, two balanced photodiodes detect the intensities of the polarization components. Measured
is the difference in intensity ∆I of the photo currents, which is proportional to ∆α, which is itself
proportional to ETHz. The lock-in technique enables a measurement of very small differences in











































Figure 2.3: Schematic of the THz spectrometer. A GaSe or ZnTe crystal is used to generate THz radiation that
is collimated and then focused into the sample by gold-coated off-axis parabolic mirrors PM1 and PM2. After
sample transmission, the THz pulse is collimated again by PM3 and then focused by PM4 into the ZnTe detection
crystal collinearly with the sampling pulse. Additonally, a visible pump pulse can be applied, to excite the sample
prior to the THz sampling. Further details are mentioned in the text.
Even small changes in temperature or air fluctuations change the path length in the spectrometer,
leading to differences in the delay t between THz and sampling pulse. Such perturbations within
one measurement cycle lead to a systematic error in the phase of the THz waveform. To avoid
these problems, the setup is thermally stabilized, damped against vibrations and housed in boxes
that protect against air fluctuation. This has proved to be important especially for temperature
dependent measurements as described in detail in Section 2.3.
The obtained peak’s signal-to-noise ratio is 104 for long measurement times (t ∼ 100 ms/delay).
The lower limit is the quantum noise of the photo current. Further contributions arise from
sample thickness and mounting the sample in the cryostat, introducing two additional diamond
windows in the beam path.
Pump Pulse
An additional pump pulse can be applied to excite the sample prior to the THz probe. A variable
delay τ with respect to the THz pulse is achieved by using a second delay stage. Pump-induced
changes are measured using lock-in technique by applying a second chopper in combination
with another LIA. After a lens telescope changes the fluence, the pump pulse is focused on the
sample focus of the THz beam by an additional mirror and PM2. A good choice for the chopper
frequency (Ω = 66 Hz) guarantees the detection of the unperturbed THz transient S(t) and the
perturbed transient ∆Sτ (t), or the difference signal ∆S(τ).
2.2 Sample Preparation and Mounting
THz transmission experiments at low temperatures have been performed. For these, the sample


























Figure 2.4: (a) Raw data of a measured THz waveform, generated by a GaSe crystal. (b) A Fourier transform
leads to amplitude and phase of the THz pulse.
• thin sample of homogenous thickness d for THz transmission shows bulk properties;
• thickness must guarantee a homogenous excited probe volume in case of pump-probe ex-
periments;
• lateral sample size is larger than 100 µm2;
• THz-transparent substrate has high thermal conductivity.
To satisfy all these conditions, two decisions have to be made:
1. A suitable substrate has to be chosen. The substrate of choice is diamond in the case of
graphite and BSCCO due to good experience from previous work [Kam05, Sch08]. In the
case of MgB2, finally diamond was chosen as well, leading to other restrictions, as discussed
in Section 2.2.1.
2. All samples are commercially unavailable and different in their preparation. This leads to
the choice between cleaving from bulk crystals or growing from their constituents. Whereas
HOPG is commercially available in large crystals and shows bulk properties starting from
at least 30 layers (10 nm) [NDSvD09], BSCCO has to have a macroscopic size > 50 nm
to ensure superconducting properties. In both cases, cleaving with sticky tape has been
used to obtain samples. For MgB2 even small crystals are unavailable. Here, the sample-




Since the first preparation of graphene in 2004 [NGM+04] much progress has been made in
preparing thin films of layered materials by cleaving with sticky tape. Here, THz transparent
TESA Kristallklar provided by Beiersdorf AG has been used [Kam05, KPS+05] to prepare graphite
samples on diamond substrates without TESA covering. This effort has been necessary because








Figure 2.5: Pictures of the samples used: (a) HOPG with different thicknesses, indicated by different levels of
grey, (b) BSCCO with Tc = 80 K and (c) MgB2 samples with silcon (left) and diamond (right) as substrate. For
storage, MgB2 samples are encapsulated.
The preparation in detail is as follows: Graphite samples are made by cleaving a HOPG crystal
(Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite) ZYB grade provided by GE Advanced Ceramics with sticky
tape and transferring a thin film to the diamond substrate. Acetone is used to solve the glue of the
sticky tape and thus seperate sample from sticky tape. The substrates are provided by Diamond
Materials GmbH and additionally polished at Humboldt Universita¨t Berlin [So¨l] to ensure a flat
surface. This was found to be necessary for a good thermal contact between sample and substrate,
important in pump-probe experiments. Here, diamond provides a high thermal conductivity
covering the whole temperature range to guarantee the transport of heat out of the sample.
During the preparation process, the sample thickness has been roughly estimated using a micro-
scope. The thickness was then measured by the transmission of 632.8 nm-light (see Appendix B).
Sample properties are presented in table 2.1. A picture of graphite is shown in Figure 2.5(a).
As previously mentioned, acetone has been introduced in the preparation process. Thus, some
unintentional doping or damage of the graphite has to be excluded. Reference data from [Kam05]
measured at room temperature have been compared to data measured at the two-layer samples
(see Section 3.2) and show no differences. So a damage of the sample can be ruled out.
Cuprates
The cuprate used is Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8−δ . The samples have been prepared in analogy to the gra-
phite samples, since cuprates are layered systems (see Section 4.2). Here, several crystals with
different doping levels and Tc have been used, provided by two different sources:
1. Optimally doped, Tc = 91 K, δ = 0.16, Japan [Eis];
2. Underdoped, Tc = 85 K, δ = 0.13, Japan;
3. Underdoped, Tc = 80 K, δ = 0.12, Japan;
4. Strongly underdoped, Tc = 68 K, δ = 0.105, France [Pal];
The thicknesses are measured as in the case of graphite. Again, sample properties are presented
in table 2.1, a picture for Tc = 80 K is shown in Figure 2.5(b).
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sample substrate Tc (K) d (nm) size (µm) d substrate (mm)
graphite diamond - 32 200× 200 0.34
BSCCO diamond 68 139± 4 150× 100 0.31
80 66± 4 200× 200 0.33
85 62± 4 150× 150 1.22
91 123± 2 600× 300 0.33
MgB2 silicon 20 30 5000× 5000 0.375
diamond 20 30 5000× 5000 0.3
Table 2.1: Properties of the measured samples.
As in the case of graphite, preparation-induced damages of the sample would lead to changes
for example in Tc and have to be excluded. Hence, the critical temperatures have been evaluated
from the obtained data.
Magnesium Diboride
Magnesium diboride crystals with sufficient size are commercially unavailable. The preparation
has been done at Universita¨t Bielefeld using a sputtering technique [FTMT10]. To achieve a
homogeneous thin film of superconducting MgB2, the sample is grown on a heated substrate by
deposition with rf-magnetron sputtering of boron and dc-magnetron sputtering of magnesium
simultaneously. Finally, a MgO capping layer of 3 nm has been grown to reduce the roughness
of MgB2. Since samples have been grown on the THz intransparent substrate MgO to minimize
the lattice mismatch, much had to be done to achieve in samples of sufficient size, thickness and
Tc on THz transparent substrates. After several steps, trying different substrates, thicknesses
of samples as well as coverage layers, it became possible to grow MgB2 samples on diamond
without a covering layer. Here, a Tc of 20 K has been achieved. Sample properties as well as a
picture are presented in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.5(c), respectively.
While graphite and BSCCO do not show any aging, MgB2 is strongly hygroscopic and its surface
degrades rapidly [UTS+03], so it has to be stored encapsulated in a dry atmosphere.
2.2.2 Cryostat
For low-temperature measurements a KONTI-Kryostat fu¨r Mikroskop (CryoVac, Troisdorf [Cry]),
shown schematically in Figure 2.6, is used. Sample holder and cover are specially made for THz
measurements, the entrance windows are changed to diamond. The cryostat is evacuated by us-
ing a turbomolecular pump with rotary vain pump, resulting in pressures better than 10−4 mbar,
to thermally seperate sample and surrounding.
Cooling is possible with liquid nitrogen (LN) or liquid helium (LHe). The sample itself is mount-
ed on a copper block. Thermal contact is provided via the copper-substrate interface at which
the copper block is in contact with the cooling medium and additionally contacted to a Si diode
for measuring the temperature. A PID heater enables temperature regulation. All is set in the
controller TIC 304-M. The accuracy of the temperature measurement is better than 1 K [Sch08].
Further improvements in stability of LHe flow leads to changes smaller than 0.1 K for several
hours. The thermal drift is less than 2 µm in accordance with manufacturer information, and
hence much smaller than the THz focus.
The cryostat is placed between PM2 and PM3 at the sample position, in such a way that the THz
transmission is at its maximum. Micrometer screws allow the adjustment of the sample position.















Figure 2.6: Schematic of the cryostat. The volume is evacuated using a HV pump. The sample is contacted to
the heat exchanger (copper). A PID heater (TIC 304-M) additionally contacted to the copper controls the sample
temperature. In addition, the way of the LHe is drawn.
the setup, due to ice formation at the LHe-outlet by vaporization cooling. The resulting air flow
influences the measurements as mentioned in Section 2.1. The solution to that problem will be
presented in Section 2.3.1.
2.3 Measurement Procedure and Data Acquisition
The setup presented in Section 2.1 allows both temperature-dependent measurements of just
the THz transient and measurement of the changes in the THz transient after photoexcitation
with a NIR pulse. It turns out that measurements at equilibrium conditions (also called static
measurements) are much more sensitive to the surrounding than pump-probe measurements.
Since static measurements are necessary to understand the non-equilibrium dynamics, much
effort has been made to increase the stability of the measurement conditions and the data quality.
This section deals with the requirements of temperature-dependent THz transmission experi-
ments as well as the evaluation of the dielectric function ε (ω, T ) from the raw data.
2.3.1 Measurements at Equilibrium Conditions
Optical properties of some materials are obtained by comparing the sample response R to a ref-
erence response Rref , i.e. the substrate. The data evaluation is discussed in detail in Section
2.3.3. The THz transmission of both systems, sample/substrate and substrate without sample,
respectively, has to be measured. Therefore it is important to have:
• homogeneous sample and substrate,
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• reliable and repeatable access to the position of sample and substrate.
The first condition applies to the sample preparation and the choice of the measured spots, the
second one to the motion of the cryostat and the stability of the experimental setup as well as its
surroundings. The spot position is changed via micrometer screws. Here, a computer-controlled
motor is used, achieving a resolution of better than 0.1 µm. To guarantee the homogeneity of the
substrate a position near the sample is chosen. Thus, both conditions are fulfilled: sample and
reference positions are repeatable within a short period of time.
The sample position is chosen by the appearance of a pump-probe signal. This guarantees the
sample to be at both THz and pump focus. For graphite and BSCCO samples, this procedure
always applies. For MgB2 it is not clear whether there is a pump-probe signal or the pump-pulse
destroys the sample. Therefore, the intensity of the pump beam has been decreased and the MgB2
sample was then brought into its focus after finding a pump-probe overlap on a graphite refer-
ence. The consecutive measurement of both sample and reference has turned out to be necessary
to obtain high quality data. Summing up all steps of the work sequence, it takes about half an
hour for each temperature to measure a static data set. Thus, to achieve a narrow temperature
grid the experimental setup must be stable for a least one day. Especially the temporal and spacial
overlap of THz and sampling pulse in the detection crystal (see Section 1.3.3) is of importance.
While measuring, the spectrometer is covered to avoid external influences. This has been nec-
essary especially for the cryostat as mentioned in Section 2.2.2. Here, ice appears connected to
cold air falling into the setup and finally increasing the noise. For measurements at low THz
frequencies, the setup is additionally purged with N2 to avoid absorption of THz radiation in
humid air.
To summarize, static measurements need the whole setup isolated from the surroundings as well
as possible, guaranteeing a high repeatability of sample and reference position as well as laser
performance and overlap of THz and sampling pulse in the detection crystal. This has been
achieved by automatization of the measurement procedure, shielding of the setup and accurate
preparation of the measurements.
2.3.2 Pump-Probe Measurements
In contrast, pump-probe measurements do not need a motion of the sample leading to a better
repeatability. Sample and reference are on the same position because changes between perturbed
and unperturbed system are measured.
Nevertheless, measurements of this kind take more time due to the lower signal-to-noise ratio
and the additional coordinate found in the pump-probe delay τ . To understand the relaxation
dynamics, it is necessary to measure a sequence of delays τ . This takes several hours per temper-
ature because of the longer average time. Therefore, only few temperatures have been measured
to achieve ετ (ω, Ta). Application of the cryostat leads to an additional disadvantage in fluence-
dependent measurements. Here, the relation of applied and absorbed fluence is indetermined
due to the additional diamond entrance window in the beam path.
To get limited information on the temperature-dependent decay constants, a compromise be-
tween signal-to-noise ratio and measurement time can be found. Here, just the maximum of the
pump-induced signal ∆S(τ, Ta) is measured (PP-scan). It includes information on the dynam-
ics as has been shown previously [vV09]. To avoid drift effects, this requires an optimization of
the pump-induced signal concerning the THz delay t for each temperature Ta. Measurements
showing the required narrow temperature grid can be performed within one day.
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Figure 2.7: (a) The two cases in equilibrium measurements. Upper part: the incoming laser pulse traverses layer
1 (sample) and layer 2 (substrate) with optical properties different from layer 0. Lower part: the incoming laser
pulse traverses layer 1 with the same optical properties as layer 0 and substrate-layer 2. (b) Schematic of the
sample layer 1. The incoming laser pulse undergoes multiple reflections in sample layer 1, each accounts for a
part of the measured signals by ETi.
To summarize, pump-probe measurements are of a higher reproducibility compared to static
measurements but take longer time. PP-scans provide information on the dynamics in the tem-
perature domain, accompanied with pump-probe measurements at few temperatures. An esti-
mate of the time effort for preparation and measurement may conclude this section:
1. preparation of laser and setup, optimization: about 1 day,
2. static measurements: 1 day,
3. pump-probe measurements: 1 day for each temperature,
4. PP-scans: 1 day.
In conclusion, temperature-dependent THz-transmission measurements take much effort and are
time-consuming. Thus, much attention has been paid to stable measurement conditions.
2.3.3 Extraction of the Dielectric Function from the THz Waveforms
Optical properties of a sample are represented by its dielectric function ε. This section deals with
the evaluation of ε from the measured THz waveforms. Since two layer systems have been used,
multiple reflections must be taken into account. In addition, changes in the extraction formalism
for a three layer system [Kam05] will be adressed [Web09, TH90].
Due to the chosen transmission geometry, a light propagation in z-direction only is considered,
resulting in a one-dimensional model. The incident electromagnetic waves are treated as plane
waves. In Figure 2.7 the THz pulse Einc(r, t) enters from the left and traverses sample (layer 1)
and substrate (layer 2). It is finally detected as S1(r, t). The same happens with the reference
signal S0(r, t), except for the missing sample. So, the optical properties of layer 1 are identical
to those of layer 0. A linear response of the sample is assumed. The system can be described
by linear time invariant system theory [PWK07] and Si(r, t) is a convolution of Einc(r, t) with
transfer function hi(r, t) and substrate transfer function href(r, t):
Si = hi · href · hpd ·Einc . (2.1)
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In addition, hpd = hphp accounts for the response of propagation and detector, respectively.
Applying Parseval’s theorem, for the frequency domain with (k, ω)-dependencies
Si = Ri ·Rref ·Rpd ·Einc (2.2)








Pump-probe measurements additionally include the delay τ between pump and sampling pulse
to the THz delay t, resulting in a two dimensional grid of data (see Figure 2.8). The difference
signal of excited and unexcited sample is defined as:
∆Sτ (t) = Sτ (t)− S∞(t) .
For the spectral information a Fourier transform of the raw data is necessary, with t → ω and
τ → Ω, respectively. The change in the signal ∆SΩ(ω) is connected to the change of the electric
field ∆EΩ(ω) after transmission of the sample by
∆SΩ(ω) = Rpd(ω)∆EΩ(ω)
= Rpd(ω)∆RΩ(ω − Ω)Einc(ω − Ω) ,
defining the pump-induced sample response ∆RΩ. In analogy to Equation (2.1) the reference







follows. Due to the broad bandwidth of the THz pulses, Einc shows a flat spectrum, so that the
second term is well approximized by Einc(ω − Ω)/Einc(ω) ≈ 1.
Finally, the equations for the sample response for measurements on the unexcited and excited









Each medium may has a thickness di and a refractive index Ni. The incident pulse Einc is con-
sidered to be perpendicular to the layers. Fresnel coefficients [DBM01] for transmission tij and








According to Figure 2.7, the incident wave, coming from layer 0, is partly transmitted through
and reflected at the interface of layer 0 and layer 1 (01). Since only the transmitted part is detected,
the reflected part at (01) is not mentioned further. It holds:
E1 = t01E
inc .
The same occurs at the interface of layer 1 and layer 2 (12). Now the reflected part leads to
multiple reflexions at (01) and (12) which have to be taken into account for thin samples. For the
thick substrate, the first back-reflexion is on the picosecond time scale and thus is not considered.
























































Figure 2.8: (a) Grid of unperturbed pump-probe data. (b) Grid of pump-induced changes. (c) Cuts along the THz
delay from panels (a) and (b) as marked by colored lines: Unperturbed THz waveform (grey) and pump-induced
changes (blue). (d) Cut along the pump-probe delay (red) from panel (b), resulting in a PP-scan.
whereas the directly transmitted part is:
ET1 = t01t12e
ik1d1Einc .
Since the detected signal is the sum S = ET1 + ET2 + ET3 + . . ., it is convenient to introduce a
factor Mi that accounts for multiple reflections:
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e−iδ − r10r12eiδ . (2.7)
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Using ε = N21 and assuming a thin sample layer 1, so that δ = k1d1 = ωN1d/c  2pi, one can
expand to the second order: eiδ ≈ 1 + iδ− δ2/2 and find an expression for the dielectric function:
ε = − c
ωd1
i (N0N2)ωd1/c+ (N0 +N2) e
−ik0d1/Q−N0 −N2
i + (N0 +N2)ωd1/2c
(2.8)
This will be referred to as the thin-film formula. The thin-film formula can be applied with first
order corrections to samples up to 10 nm, in second order up to 200 nm. Thicker samples have to
be treated in a different way [Web09]. Since samples used here are in the range of 30 − 150 nm,
Equation (2.8) is sufficient.
Pump-probe measurements
Since the sample is much thinner as compared to the wavelength of the THz pulse, one sets
eik1d1 = 1. The pump-induced changes of the response function then yield [Kam05]:
∆RΩ(ω − Ω) = ∆Eτ (d1 + 0
+, ω)
Einc(ω − Ω) =
id1ω
2cN0(ω)
R∞(ω)R∞(ω − Ω)∆εΩ(ω − Ω) .













∆QΩ(ω + Ω) . (2.9)
Now application of an inverse Fourier transform Ω → τ of ∆εΩ(ω) leads to the pump-induced
changes of the dielectric function ∆ετ (ω) as a function of the pump-probe delay τ . For slow




∆Qτ (ω) . (2.10)
For delays τ > 0.1 ps after excitation, this equation is in good agreement with Equation (2.9).
There are two possibilities to obtain pump-probe results, as mentioned in Section 2.3.2:
PP-scan: difference signal ∆S(τ) between excited and unexcited sample is measured for a fixed
THz delay t dependent on the pump-probe delay τ . An example is shown in Figure 2.8(d).
Line-scan: difference signal ∆Sτ (t) of the THz waveform transmitted through the excited and
unexcited sample at pump-probe delay τ is measured, resulting in a two-dimensional ma-
trix of raw data as presented in Figure 2.8. Fourier transformation and Equation (2.10) lead





Graphite and its monolayer graphene [NGM+04] are promising materials for electronic applications due
to their ability to sustain high current densities [MBB07,BLM+09,BHM+10]. Here, transport properties
are of special interest. Applications in MIR photonics are also conceivable. Here, graphite may be useful in
intensity and phase modulators.
This chapter deals with the temperature dependence of the MIR optical properties of graphite. First, elec-
tronic and phononic properties of graphite are introduced in Section 3.1. Thermal heating is found to
make graphite more transparent for THz radiation. This behavior is understood by means of electronic
transitions in Section 3.2. Photoexcitation leads to similar effects as thermal heating and paves the way
to an understanding of different aspects of energy relaxation. On the one hand, the temperature depen-
dence of the photoinduced changes shows the thermalization of electrons and subsequent heating of only
few strongly-coupled optical phonon (SCOP) modes on a sub-picosecond scale in Section 3.3. On the other
hand, energy relaxation on a picosecond timescale via phonon cooling is investigated in Section 3.4. Here,
temperature-dependent measurements of the relaxation of the photoinduced changes show SCOP modes to
decay via scattering with low energy phonons. Parts of Section 3.4 has been published in [SKW+11].
3.1 Properties of Graphite
3.1.1 General Properties
Graphite is a stacked material consisting of hexagonal layers of carbon atoms as shown in Figure
3.1. A single layer is called graphene and was first produced in 2004 [NGM+04], while its theo-
retical description has been developed more than half a century ago [Wal47]. Graphite is widely
used for its physical properties as may be illustrated by two complementary examples:
• Its weakly coupled layers make it a favorite material for pencils.
• Its electrical conductivity leads to applications as electrodes, pointing towards microelec-
tronics.
These examples reveal three basic features of graphite:
1. it is simply structured, easily available, cheap and consists only of carbon atoms;
2. because of its layered structure it is easy to process and shows unique physical properties;
3. due to its electronic properties it acts as a semimetal under equilibrium conditions [NGP+09].
In this work, a fourth property is investigated: graphite also shows unique optical properties that














Figure 3.1: Lattice structure of graphite. The AB-stacking of the hexagonal structure is shown. The color of the
carbon atoms marks the coordination site. Right panel shows the characteristic length from Table 3.1.
The layered structure, strong in-plane and weak out-of-plane bonding determine peculiar elec-
tronic and phononic properties, which will be used to understand especially the phonon-phonon
interaction.
Synthesized Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) is used here, produced by pyrolysis of
hydrocarbons in the gasphase, growing layer by layer on a substrate. These carbon layers then
are baked by more then 2500◦C under high pressure. This then leads to highly oriented graphite,
with crystallites of a size of some 10 µm parallel to the layers and some 10 nm perpendicular
to the layers [OBM+97]. The orientation of the crystallites in HOPG is not perfect, since they
are slightly tilted around the c-axis, but better than in the case of naturally grown graphite with
randomly oriented crystals of some micrometers in size.
3.1.2 Electronic Structure
Graphite exhibits a hexagonal crystal structure with AB-stacking. Thus, only two lattice positions
with different coordinations occur. As Figure 3.1 illustrates, half of the carbon atoms are located
directly above each other in adjacent planes (dark atoms in Figure 3.1), while the other half are
located above the center of the hexagon in the adjacent plane (light atoms in Figure 3.1). Carbon
atoms in each layer are covalently bound, while the layers are bound to each other by Van-der-
Waals forces. All atoms are sp2 hybridized, leading to an angle of 120◦ as necessary for the
hexagonal structure. At room temperature, the following lengths have been found [TR82]:
lattice constant a0 0.2462 nm
bounding length l0 0.1421 nm
distance of A- or B-layers c0 0.6707 nm
Table 3.1: Characteristic lengths of graphite used for data evaluation [TR82].
A temperature dependence of the lattice constant will be neglected, since different values are
suggested between a0 = 0.2459 ± 0.0005 nm and a0 = 0.2449 nm at low temperatures [WR04]










Figure 3.2: Electronic structure of graph-
ene. The three-dimensional model is taken
from [Hag05]. Inset shows the conical
band structure around the K point with
zero bandgap at EF , leading to the linear
dispersion of graphene.
Since valence and conduction bands have only small overlap, graphite is a semimetal under equi-
librium conditions [NGP+09]. After photoexcitation of electrons this turned out to be not quite
as clear-cut. Here, also a semiconducting scenario was proposed [BRE09]. Since such behavior
would have impact on the energy relaxion, low-energy probing in the THz range of photoexcited
states may reveal an answer to that question.
A theoretical description is provided by using a tight-binding approach which neglects layer
interaction: the graphene model [Wal47], as will be mostly adequate for a qualitative descrip-
tion of graphite. Later on, this simplification must be corrected by additional inclusion of layer-
layer interaction leading to qualitative changes in the band structure around EF . This so-called
Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure (SWM) model provides a good approximation of the electronic band
structure of graphite in the vicinity of the Fermi energy.
Graphene: Thight-Binding Model
Since graphene is a honeycomb monolayer, layer-layer interaction is neglected leading to no band
overlap at the K and K’ points, in contrast to graphite. Instead, valence and conduction bands
touch each other forming a zero band gap.
In the monolayer, the orbitals 2s, 2px and 2py are hybridized and become three sp2-orbitals, form-
ing three bounding σ-bonds and three antibounding σ∗-bonds. The remaining 2pz-orbitals form
one pi and one pi∗ band. The Fermi energy then is located in the middle of the band crossing. Since
σ-bands are not in the low energy regime, pi-bands are responsible for low-energy optical exci-
tations and the electron dynamics around EF [DDS+88]. The resulting band structure is shown
in Figure 3.2. The tight-binding approach includes a large periodic background potential, in con-
trast to the quasi-free electrons of the Bloch model [Czy04], and treats the pi-bands as degenerate
with respect to kz .
Figure 3.3(b) shows the two-dimensional BZ of graphene in (kx, ky) direction, with symmetry










Here, γ0 = 3.16 eV defines the overlap integral of two neighboring atoms and is also used for































Figure 3.3: (a) Conventional hexagonal Brillouin zone of graphite with points of high symmetry. (b) Two dimen-
sional Brillouin zone and Fermi surface of graphene. Two possible transitions ∆k ≈ ~KK ≈ 0 and ∆k ≈ ~KK′
are shown.
with vF ≈ 106 ms−1. This is included in Figure 3.4(b) and shows significant differences to the
eDOS of graphite. Though the graphene model has been often applied to describe physical prop-
erties in an intuitive way, THz experiments will show the limits arising from interlayer effects.
Graphite: Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure Model
The tight-binding model for graphene treats the pi-bands to be degenerate with respect to kz .
If one takes the layer-layer interaction into account, this two-fold degeneration splits up. The
semi-phenomenological Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure model (SWM) [McC57, SW58] for the band
structure of graphite is applied, resulting in a 4× 4 hamiltonian that is compatible with the sym-
metries of the graphite lattice. It involves seven free parameters (Table 3.2) that are determined
by fits to results of appropriate experiments as well as ab-initio calculations [TR82]. The SWM
model exploits that the Fermi surface of graphite is in the proximity of the HKH and H’K’H’ line
in the BZ as suggested by the graphene model (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). It is convenient to choose
the so-called alternative BZ (Figure 3.3(b)), setting the Fermi surface in the BZ center. Here, the
electron wavevectors of interest are
k = kc + k⊥
= kc + ~ΓX + κ with X ∈ {K,K′} ,
defining kc ‖ kz and k⊥⊥kc. The small translation κ is defined in cylindrical coordinates, intro-





The evaluation is preferably given by a two step process:
1. Bloch states |k〉 = |nk〉 for a given band n and all kc+ ~ΓX on the high-symmetry lines HKH
and H’K’H’ are determined by a tight-binding approach since the overlap of pz orbitals of
adjacent layers is small. This yields four states for each point, representing four electronic
bands.
2. The k·pˆimethod is applied to wavevectors slightly off the high symmetry lines by rewriting
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Figure 3.4: (a) Calculated band structure of graphite by using the SWM model around the K point of the BZ.
(b) Resulting eDOS together with the linear eDOS of graphene (red).





uk = Ekuk .
By neglecting quadratic effects in κ the hamiltonian becomes
Hˆk = Hˆkc+ ~ΓX +
~
m
κ · pˆi . (3.2)



















h13 h23 0 h33
h13 −h23 h∗33 0
 . (3.3)
Its diagonalization leads to four eigenstates and four eigenenergies for each k in the vicinity of
the HKH and H’K’H’ lines, resulting in four bands as shown in Figure 3.4(a). The eigenenergies




= ∆± 2γ1 cos (piξ) , E3 = 1
2
γ2 (2 cos (piξ))
2
,
where the dimensionless parameter ξ = (kzc0)/(2pi) has been introduced. The off-diagonal ele-















layer A Figure 3.5: Ionic motion of atoms in a layered material
with strong intralayer but weak interlayer bonds. Here,
one distinguishes out-of-plane (Z), in-plane transversal (T)
and longitudinal (L) directions. According to [Por07].
with seven phenomenological parameters γ0, . . . , γ5,∆ that can be estimated from tight-binding
calculations [TR82] which also elucidate their physical meanings. However, they have also been
determined by fits to various experimental results [MMD80]. These values will be used here.











Table 3.2: SWM parameters and Fermi energy in eV as results from ab initio calculations [TR82] and experi-
ments [MMD80].
Like in graphene, γ0 = 3.16 eV is the interaction integral over adjacent carbon atoms from the
same layer, whereas γ1 = 0.39 eV is the interaction integral of two adjacent carbon atoms from
different layers. Therefore, γ1 is mainly responsible for the splitting of the bands that are origi-
nally degenerated in graphene. These parameters also fix the Fermi energy at EF = −24 meV.
Importantly, the momentum matrix elements projected on the κ direction, essential for the com-
putation of the optical properties, can be obtained by comparing Equations (3.2) and (3.3). As an
illustration of the SWM model, Figure 3.4 shows the band structure of graphite in the vicinity of K
as well as the resulting eDOS whose smallness at the Fermi energy makes graphite a semimetal.
The SWM model is restricted to just a small region of the reciprocal space. It is accurate roughly
200 meV around EF [TR82] near the H-K axis of the BZ and thus sufficient for application in
the THz range. For IR spectroscopy, the Johnson-Dresselhaus (JD) model [JD73] is applied. It
accounts for the full zone pi-band and was shown to be equivalent to the SWM model along the
H-K axis [TR82]. Unfortunately, the JD model is inaccurate in the region of EF . Even though,
the excitation energies in photoexcitated experiments are in the range of 1.6 eV, it turns out that
electron cooling immediately leads to a chemical potential below 0.1 eV. Since THz spectroscopy
is sensitive especially in the range of the Fermi level, all calculations including the band structure
have been done by using the SWM model (see interDOT in Section 1.2.3).












































Figure 3.6: DFT calculation of the phonon dispersion for graphite together with experimental data obtained by
neutron scattering, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), x-ray scattering and optical spectroscopy, taken
from [WR04]. Phonon branches from low-energy ZA to highest energy LO are shown, ZA obtains the unusual q2
dependence. Here, only acoustic branches show differences to graphene. The modes A′1 in K and E2g in Γ exhibit
Kohn anomalies.
to obtain the band structure and the momentum matrix elements of graphite in the vicinity of
the Fermi energy EF including seven free parameters which have been determined by ab initio
calculation and experimental data [DDS+88, TR82]. It will be used extensively in the following
sections to model the measured dielectric function of graphite.
3.1.3 Phonon Dispersion
The layered structure of graphite also influences the ionic motion:
1. Low interlayer coupling leads to pronounced differences in the transversal phonons, i.e.
in-plane and out-of-plane modes.
2. Strong sp2-bonds lead to high energy longitudinal phonon modes.
Figure 3.5 schematically shows four atoms in two graphene layers. Here, the in-plane motion of
the atoms shows high frequencies in longitudinal (L) and transversal (T) modes due to covalent
bonds. The out-of-plane modes, so-called Z phonons, are softer than L and T modes, caused by
the weak interlayer interaction. Additional, the ZA mode shows a q2 dependence in the disper-
sion relation as a consequence of the point group symmetry of graphene [WR04]. Since the unit
cell of graphite consists of four atoms, twelve phonon branches occur. For frequencies above 400
cm−1 (50 meV) the phonon branches are almost doubly degenerated due to the weak interlayer
interaction, similar to the case of graphene. For example only a small difference of 5 cm−1 has
been calculated for the IR-active E1u mode and the Raman-active E2g mode at the Γ point of
the BZ. Therefore, a comparison with experimental data can be done for phonon calculations of
the graphene sheet only [WR04]. Figure 3.6 shows the calculated phonon dispersion relation for
graphite together with experimental data obtained by different techniques [WR04].
The E2g mode and the IR-active A′1 mode at the K point of the BZ are of special interest due to
their strong EPC as can be seen in Figure 3.6 from the Kohn anomalies. Since energy relaxation



























Figure 3.7: Dispersion relation for graphene together with possible decay channels for E2g phonons (left) and A′1
phonons (right). Taken from [BLMM07]. Lower panels show the probability per unit time γ˜ of these decays.
Strongly-Coupled Optical Phonons (SCOPs) will play a crucial role in the description of the dy-
namics in graphite as presented in Section 3.4.
3.1.4 Electron-Phonon and Phonon-Phonon Coupling
Electrons partially screen the bare ion-ion interaction and so soften the lattice vibrations in a
solid. This is usually seen by discontinuities in the phonon dispersion for phonon modes with
strong EPC. Such screening only occurs for phonon wavevectors q, if there are two electronic
states with wavevectors k and k + q, both on the Fermi surface [Koh59, PLM+04]. In graphite,
the Fermi surface restricts the in-plane component of the electronic wavevector ∆k in the vicinity
of the Γ and K points of the BZ:
∆k ≈ ~KK = 0
or
∆k ≈ ~KK′ = ~ΓK .
These electronic intrapocket and interpocket transitions are shown in Figure 3.3. Therefore, only
phonon modes around the Γ and the K point and strong EPC can suffer softening. This situation
is displayed in Figure 3.6, where the Γ and K phonons with the highest energy exhibit kinks
in their dispersion curves. These so-called Kohn anomalies are absent for all other modes with
lower phonon energy, since the matrix elements of the EPC vanish as shown by DFT calculations
done for graphene [PLM+04,BLMM07]. Analytical derivation from experimental phonon slopes
gives 〈 g2K 〉 ≈ 0.072 eV2 and 〈 g2Γ 〉 ≈ 0.029 eV2, finally stating [PLM+04]:
〈 g2K 〉ωK
〈 g2Γ 〉ωΓ
= 2 . (3.4)
Thus, the A′1 mode in the K point show the highest EPC followed by the E2g mode in the Γ point,





Figure 3.8: Previously obtained results for graphite at room temperature [Kam05]. (a) Low THz range together
with a Drude fit, showing the typical 1/ω behavior in the imaginary part. (b) High THz range together with fit
consisting of DOT and IOT contributions. Here, the Drude part alone is not sufficient to fit the data. (c) Pump-
induced changes show an increase in absorption below 15 THz and a decrease above 15 THz.
As has been mentioned previously, the dispersion relations of graphene and graphite do not
show significant differences, especially at high phonon energies as found for the SCOPs. Thus,
three-phonon processes are calculated using only results from graphene as has been done by
[BLMM07]. Additionally, the probability of A′1- and E2g-decays with frequencies ω0 into two
other phonon modes with lower frequencies, ω and ω0 − ω, as can be seen from Figure 3.7, has
been estimated. The Γ mode decays mainly symmetrically into modes with almost the same
energy, whereas the K mode decays mainly asymetrically into low-energy acoustic modes. This
difference has an impact on the temperature dependence of the phonon decay because acoustic
modes are in the energy range of thermal excitation. This temperature-dependence will be used
in Section 3.4 to distinguish the population between different phonon modes.
3.1.5 Optical Properties
While the E1u mode is IR-active, in graphite no other IR-active phonon modes have been ob-
served in the far- and mid-IR [Pal91]. This behavior is explained by a very small static dipole
moment of the nonpolar graphite lattice in contrast to ionic crystals. This situation corresponds
to a Lorentz oscillator where the particles that interact with the light have a very small charge.
In graphite, the optical properties in the infrared and visible part of the light spectrum are dom-
inated by electronic transitions. As has been shown in Section 1.2.3, a Bloch electron can either
absorb a photon by a DOT or by an IOT. It has been found that
• IOTs dominate the optical absorption in the far-IR,
• both IOTs and DOTs are important in the MIR [Kam05], and
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Figure 3.9: THz waveforms taken from graphite at equilibrium conditions: (a) THz signal S measured after
transmission of the graphite sample together with the reference signal Sref from the diamond substrate. (b) THz
signal for three different sample temperatures. Here, a decrease in absorption with temperature is observed.
Low-energy excitations in graphite at room temperature have been studied in detail by [Kam05].
Information on the thermalization process including interaction of electrons and phonons is pro-
vided by investigation of the temperature domain. Thus, the previously used experimental setup
has been extended to temperature dependent measurements. It will turn out that conclusions can
be drawn for electron-electron, electron-phonon and also phonon-phonon scattering in graphite
at equilibrium conditions and after photoexcitation in the temperature regime. Thus, the main
results from [Kam05] shall be presented here briefly.
For Ta = 300 K the Drude response dominates in the low THz frequency range (1-3 THz)(Figure
3.8(a)) and the interDOT part is negligible. For 8-27 THz, the interDOT part must be included to
reproduce the measured data, as presented in Figure 3.8(b).
In the case of photoexcited graphite, pump-induced changes in the dielectric function ∆ετ show
a bleaching effect for frequencies higher than 15 THz as can be seen from the negative absorption
part as given by Im ∆ε in Figure 3.8(c). The dynamics has been found as follows:
1. Pump pulses excite electrons from the valence to the conduction band via DOTs [SCK+90].
2. Within 0.5 ps, the electronic system thermalizes and concurrently the electrons transfer
most of their excess energy to the SCOP modes [KPS+05,YSM+09,BRE09,ITY+11,MGF+01,
BMH+07]. A quasi-equilibrium of electrons and SCOPs is established.
3. The hot SCOPs scatter with cold phonons on a picosecond timescale [IHK+08, CYS+11].
From these results, several questions arise, which should be answered by temperature dependent
THz experiments:
• The slope of graphite’s eDOS should lead to a temperature dependence of DOT and IOT
contributions. How does this affect absorption and dispersion?
• What impact does temperature have on the bleaching found in photoexcited graphite?
• Does graphite act as a semiconductor after photoexcitation with a different distribution of
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Figure 3.10: Obtained real and imaginary part of the dielectric function ε(ω) for various sample temperatures
Ta (circles) together with fits obtained by the model mentioned in the text (solid lines). The imaginary part,
representing the absorption site, shows a decrease with temperature, while the real part, representing the phase
information, shows a more sophisticated behavior.
• Which phonons are invoked in phonon cooling after photoexcitation, K or Γ modes?
3.2 Graphite at Equilibrium Conditions
Because of its changing eDOS in the vicinity of EF , there should be a significant temperature-
dependence of the optical properties of graphite. The investigation of graphite under equilibrium
conditions requires measurements of the sample response after THz transmission without pho-
toexciation. Thus, the measured data from an unperturbed graphite sample shall be presented.
Here, a significant change in transmission is observed, which will be understood in terms of low-
energy optical transition by applying the model from Section 1.2.3. Then, the focus will be on the
plasma frequency and its connection to the electronic properties of graphite.
3.2.1 Experimental Data
Raw Data
THz-transmission experiments on graphite have been performed varying the sample tempera-
ture and measuring each time sample and reference as described in detail in Section 2.3.1. Figure
3.9(a) shows the transmitted THz electric field for sample and reference. The graphite sample
absorbs more than 50 % of the incident THz field Einc with respect to the substrate. Here, the
sample thickness has been chosen appropriately and measured as presented in Appendix B.
Figure 3.9(b) shows the transmission through unexcited graphite for three different temperatures
Ta in the range from 14 K up to 300 K. A large increase in amplitude of about 20 % with temper-








































































Figure 3.11: (a) - (d) Real and (e) - (h) imaginary part of the dielectric function (circles) for four different sample
temperatures Ta between 14 K and 300 K together with fits (colored solid lines) obtained by the model mentioned
in the text. Contributions of DOTs and IOTs to the absorption (black solid lines) show opposite temperature
dependences: while DOTs decrease with temperature, an increase of IOTs is observed.
affect the imaginary part of the dielectric function.
Temperature dependent measurements have been performed in a frequency range between 12
and 27 THz, hence it is not necessary to perform additional measurements at low THz frequencies
for the following reasons:
• data evaluation has shown that data measured at higher frequencies are also sufficient to
extract all fit parameter values including ωpl and Γ;
• the focus is on the interDOT contribution (1/ω2 scaling), so the Drude contribution (1/ω3
scaling) should be as small as possible.
Dielectric Function
Applying the formalism introduced in Section 2.3.3 to extract the dielectric function results in
ε(ω, Ta) as shown in Figure 3.10 for different temperatures Ta. Here, the imaginary part Im ε(ω, Ta)
shows a strong decrease with Ta, representing the higher transmission through the sample that
has been found in the raw data. Additionally, the real part exhibits a strong temperature depen-













Figure 3.12: Measured values for the temperature de-
pendence of the scaling factor C. Circles represent mea-
sured values. The solid line represents the constant value
C = 1.25 as has been used in the data evaluation process.
3.2.2 Modeling of the Dielectric Function
Fits to the dielectric function
Here, the measured ε(ω, Ta) is fitted by using a model including direct and indirect optical tran-
sitions. The different contributions to the used model have been presented in Section 1.2.3, com-
bining Drude free carrier response and linear response formalism as given by the Kubo formula
(1.23) to account for the electronic interband transitions. Information on the transition matrix ele-
ments is provided by the SWM model, introduced in Section 3.1.2. Altogether, the applied model
to fit the measured dielectric function is given by:






Here, three additional fit parameters appear beside ωpl Γ: the electronic temperature Te as origi-
nated in the Fermi distribution function in the interDOT part, a scaling factor C and a real offset
ε∞, including optical transitions with resonances outside the frequency window. This is the same
approach in principle as presented by [Kam05], in this case applied for various sample tempera-
tures Ta between 10 K and 320 K. An important change concerning the scaling factor C has been
introduced: here, C accounts for uncertainties in the sample thickness due to the refractive index
(see appendix B) and slight changes in the sample or reference position during the measurement
process, possibly leading to slight changes in sample or reference thicknesses. It is found to be
constant as seen from Figure 3.12, indicating that the sample thickness is larger than estimated
from the optical transmission. Thus, it is set to be C = 1.25 in the following.
Besides the measured temperature-dependent dielectric function, Figure 3.11 presents the result-
ing fits to the data together with DOT and IOT contributions. The imaginary part in the consid-
ered frequency window cannot be described by the Drude part alone. At room temperature, DOT
and IOT contributions are in the same order of magnitude, whereas at low temperatures DOT
contributions dominate. Both show a strong but directly opposed temperature dependence. By
this, the observed bleaching is explained by means of the temperature broadening of the Fermi
distribution within the Kubo formalism, as schematically displayed in Figure 3.13. A higher tem-
perature leads to more populated states above EF and less states to scatter in. In other words,
it is less likely for an electron to absorb a THz photon at higher temperatures, since there is a
lower probability for DOTs. In contrast, the IOT contribution increases with temperature due to
a higher population of phonon modes. This should affect the scattering rate Γ, leading to more
scattering events. In addition, thermally excited electrons account for the plasma frequency ωpl








Figure 3.13: Schematic of the thermal excitation around the K point. With increasing temperature states above
the Fermi energy are populated resulting in blocked DOTs but also more scattering partners and thus more IOTs.
Finally, the temperature dependence of the real part is considered. While the absolute value of
Im ε decreases with increasing Ta, the opposite behavior is the case for Re ε. Here, absolute
values of DOT and IOT contributions increase with temperature, whereupon the IOT parts are
negative. Since both parts contribute to the applied model, the additional measurement of Re ε
is of importance.
Temperature-dependence of the fit parameters
Besides the constant scaling factor C, fits to the dielectric function include four fit parameters
with physical meaning. They are displayed in Figure 3.14 and will be discussed below. Table 3.3
presents the values for sample temperatures Ta also measured for photoexcited graphite:
Ta (K) Te (K) ~ωpl (eV) Γ (THz) ε∞
14 14.3 0.64 2.0 21
50 50.7 0.69 3.3 22
100 100.5 0.73 5.6 23
150 150.4 0.79 5.7 23
200 200.5 0.85 14.2 27
250 249.5 0.90 15.1 20
300 300.5 0.94 15.3 33
Table 3.3: Obtained values of the parameters for chosen sample temperatures and C = 1.25.
The real offset is found to be a constant ε∞ = 22±8, as can be seen from Figure 3.14(b). Differences
between the values previously presented [Kam05,vV09] and the actual ones, have their origin in
a different meaning of the scaling factor C. For all measured sample temperatures Te = Ta holds,
as shown in Figure 3.14(a). This result seems to be reasonable, since THz pulses only have small
excitation energies and should not lead to significant changes in the electronic distribution.









































Figure 3.14: Temperature dependence of the parameters obtained by fitting the measured data to the model.
(a) electronic temperature Te, (b) real offset ε∞, (c) plasma frequency in terms of energy ~ωpl together with the
model based on the eDOS from Equation (3.6), (d) Drude scattering rate Γ.
the Drude scattering rate Γ. An increase with temperature is observed that accounts for the
temperature dependence of the IOT contribution to the imaginary part of the dielectric function.
The curve of ~ωpl(T ) can be modeled by using the free-carrier plasma frequency from Equation









It should be emphazied that the measured ωpl mainly results from fits of the Drude part εDrude to
the dielectric function, whereas the model given by Equation (3.6) originates in the band struc-
ture provided by the SWM model that was previously used to fit the interDOT contribution
εinterDOT. Thus, the temperature dependence can be understood considering the electronic bands
in graphite and its consequences for the eDOS. The linear increase is due to the quasi-linear eDOS
around EF while the plateau below 50 K can be ascribed to the nonvanishing eDOS at EF as dis-
played in Figure 3.4. Here, measurements for graphene should reveal a significant difference
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Figure 3.15: Schematic of the data evaluation for graphite under equilibrium conditions. Starting from the raw
data, the dielectric function is evaluated and fitted including IOTs, intraDOTs and interDOTs. Five fit parameters
are involved. While C and ε∞ are found to be constant, Te, Γ and ωpl show a temperature dependence. A model
including SWM band structure information is in agreement with the fitted ωpl.
In the case of the Drude scattering rate Γ, in principle a theoretical solution according to Equa-
tion (1.25) could be obtained. Here, matrix elements for electron-impurity and electron-phonon
scattering in combination with excitations by photons in the THz range have to be included. Ab
initio calculations would be necessary to handle this in a quantitative way. However, this has
been done in the case of photoexcited graphite. Here, a qualitative understanding should be
emphazised: at higher temperatures more phonon modes and more electronic states above EF
are populated. Thus, electron-phonon scattering should occur more often, leading to an increase
in the scattering rate. Since impurities are not temperature dependent, they should have minor
influence on the temperature dependence of Γ.
3.2.3 Summary of Equilibrium Properties
An increase in the MIR transmission of thin graphite films at higher temperatures is observed,
which can be explained by means of an interplay between indirect and direct optical transitions.
At higher temperatures more DOTs are blocked, which results in a bleaching for radiation at
THz frequencies. A temperature dependence observed for the IOTs results from the temperature
dependence of plasma frequency and Drude scattering rate. A consequence of the interplay of
DOTs and IOTs is the opposite temperature dependence of real and imaginary parts of ε(ω, Ta).
While the absolute value of Re ε increases with temperature, Im ε decreases. Additionally, an
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Figure 3.16: Raw data of pump-probe experiments. (a) Pump-induced changes to the THz signal 100 × ∆Sτ
for τ = 0.1 ps after excitation at room temperature together with unperturbed data S for two different sample
temperatures showing absorption changes. (b) THz transient Sτ prior and after photoexcitation with pump-probe
delays τ = ±0.5 ps at a sample temperature of 100 K also showing changes in absorption.
The data evaluation scheme is provided by Figure 3.15. From the THz transient, the dielectric
function has been extracted and then fitted with respect to IOT and DOT contributions. The
obtained fit parameters show a temperature dependence that can be modeled in the case of the
plasma frequency using the calculated band structure. Attention has also been paid to uncertain-
ties in the sample thickness by introducing a scaling factor C.
3.3 Photoexcited Graphite
In this section, this view is extended to photoexcited graphite. For this, the dependence on the
sample temperature for various delays τ is investigated. Previous measurements focused only
on Ta = 300 K [Kam05]. The structure of this section is as follows: as in the case of graphite
under equilibrium conditions, raw data are presented before the pump-induced changes in the
dielectric function are modeled in terms of optical transitions. In addition, the dependence on
different distribution functions for electrons and holes to the interDOT contribution is discussed.
Special interest is paid on the dynamics of the fit parameters, since it allows an interpretation in
terms of electron-phonon and phonon-phonon interaction. Finally, a reasonable scenario for the
charge-carrier dynamics after photoexcitation of graphite is proposed.
3.3.1 Experimental Data
Raw Data
Figure 3.16(a) shows the unperturbed THz signal S(Ta) at two different sample temperatures
Ta together with the pump-induced changes in the signal ∆Sτ=0.1 ps(300 K) at room tempera-
ture immediately after photoexcitation. Since photoinduced changes are small compared to the
transmitted signal (note the factor ×100), lock-in technique has necessarily been used. Figure
3.16(b) shows transmitted THz waveforms for two pump-probe delays τ before and after pho-
toexcitation at a sample temperature Ta = 100 K. Again, the smallness of the changes can be



































































































































































τ = 5 ps(b)
Figure 3.17: Pump-induced changes of the dielectric function ∆ετ (ω) for various sample temperatures between
Ta = 100 K and Ta = 300 K for two different pump-probe delays (a) τ = 0.5 ps and (b) τ = 5 ps, respectively.
Circles represent data, solid lines fits to the model mentioned in the text. Black solid lines represent DOT and
IOT contributions. Subpanels distinguish real (red) and imaginary parts (blue) of ∆ετ (ω). (a) Immediately after
photoexcitation, Re ∆ε shows a temperature dependence, while Im ∆ε is virtually unchanged. (b) At later delays



































































































































(b) Ta = 300 K
Figure 3.18: Pump-induced changes of the dielectric function ∆ετ (ω) for different pump-probe delays between
τ = 0.5 ps and τ = 15 ps at sample temperatures (a) Ta = 100 K and (b) Ta = 300 K, respectively. Circles
represent data, solid lines fits obtained by the model mentioned in the text. Additionally, DOT and IOT contribu-
tions to Im ∆ε are shown (black solid lines). Here, measurements for both temperatures show a relaxation of the
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Figure 3.19: Summary of the DOT and IOT contributions
to the fitted Im ∆ετ (Ta) from Figures 3.17 and 3.18. The
dependence on the sample temperature Ta as a function of
pump-probe delay is shown: at lower temperatures, pump-
induced changes are significantly larger while at higher
temperatures there is a shorter decay time.
comparison of panels (a) and (b) of Figure 3.16 it can be seen that heating and photoexcitation
lead to a bleaching of the graphite sample at THz frequencies. Thus, a negative absorption part
Im ∆ετ (ω) is expected. Though changes in phase are quite small and similar to the equilibrium
case, no conclusion concerning Re ∆ετ (ω) can be drawn from raw data.
Extracted Dielectric Function
Figure 3.17 shows the photo-induced changes in the dielectric function ∆ετ (ω) for different sam-
ple temperatures Ta between 100 K and 300 K and two different pump-probe delays τ , 0.5 ps and
5 ps after excitation in panels (a) and (b), respectively. These graphs are obtained by applying
Equation (2.10) to the raw data in combination with equilibrium data from Section 3.2. To distin-
guish real and imaginary parts, they are shown separately in subpanels. Here, the error bars are
a result of a statistical error from repeated measurements.
Lower subpanels present data for Im ∆ετ (ω). Since the imaginary part of the photoinduced
changes of the dielectric function is negative for frequencies above 15 THz, a decreased absorp-
tion in agreement with [KPS+05] is observed, as was found in the raw data. An increase of
absorption below 15 THz leading to a positive Im ∆ε has been found previously. This has been
explained by electronic transitions in graphite [Phi77,KPS+05]. Consequences of the modeling in
the frequency range above 15 THz will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3.2 by using DOT and
IOT contributions.
Upper subpanels show the importance of the phase information as accessible by electro-optic
sampling: Im ∆ετ (ω) remains virtually constant, whereas Re ∆ετ (ω) undergoes significant chang-
es. Here, in contrast to the equilbrium case, the changes in Re ε are negative after photoexcitation.
This will also affect the fit parameters.
Figure 3.17 also shows the dependence of ∆ετ on the sample temperature Ta for each pump-
probe delay. Take for example τ = 0.5 ps: with increasing sample temperature Ta, the pump-
induced changes in Re ∆ε0.5 ps(ω) decrease by a factor of 2, whereas Im ∆ε0.5 ps(ω) undergoes
virtually no changes. For pump-probe delay τ = 5 ps after photoexcitation, the imaginary part
additionally shows significant changes with sample temperature as can be seen from the lower











Figure 3.20: Schematic of thermal and photoinduced excitations around the K point. With increasing tempera-
ture Ta states above the Fermi energy are populated. A pump pulse excites additional electrons from the valence
into the conduction band. DOTs are blocked by thermally and photoexcited electrons. At high Ta, thermally
excited electrons dominate the DOT blocking.
In addition to the dependence of Ta, dynamics can be seen from the dependence of the pump-
probe delay τ to each Ta. This is shown in Figure 3.18 for two different sample temperatures,
Ta = 100 K and Ta = 300 K, respectively, in panels (a) and (b). In principle, the same behavior
occurs at both temperatures, leading to smaller changes in both parts of ∆ετ (ω) at later delays
τ . This can be understood in terms of energy relaxation in the system and will be discussed in
Section 3.3.3.
3.3.2 Modeling of the Changes in the Dielectric Function
Fit Model
The dielectric function including DOT and IOT contributions has been modeled with an inter-
pretation in analogy to the equilibrium case: an electron absorbs a photon via a DOT which
conserves the electronic wave vector k or via an IOT which requires a change in the wavevector
∆k. Such a change is provided by scattering with phonons or other electrons. Excited electrons,
transferred from the valence to the conduction band, then thermalize. The resulting electron-
hole pairs block further DOTs in the range of kBTe around EF , leading to a decreased absorp-
tion [SCK+90,KPS+05]. As a counterpart, the higher electronic temperature Te enables additional
IOTs, resulting in an increased absorption [Phi77]. Thus, the changes in the dielectric function
are fitted using:
∆ετ = ετ (Te, ωpl,Γ)− ε (Ta, ωpl(Ta),Γ(Ta)) , (3.7)
by including values from Table 3.3. Here, the difference between the pump-induced dielectric
function ετ (Ta) and ε for the equilibrium case (Figures 3.16(b) and 3.11) for the corresponding
sample temperature ε(Ta) leads to the fit function of ∆ετ . The values C and ε∞ are fixed as
results from equilibrium measurements.
The interDOT part is highly sensitive to the charge-carrier dynamics due to the included Te. As
previously mentioned, DOT and IOT contributions are of comparable strength in the frequency
range from 10-30 THz, whereas at frequencies below 5 THz the Drude part dominates and Te has













































Ta = 300 K
(a) (b)
Figure 3.21: Dynamics of the fit parameters Te, ωpl and Γ for two sample temperatures Ta. Qualitatively two
components are distinguishable from the curves: a fast one immediately after photoexcitation and a slower one on
a picosecond timescale. For higher temperatures, the slower component shows a faster decay.
Fit Results
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 present fits to the measured ∆ετ together with DOT and IOT contributions
as obtained by using Equation (3.7). The obtained contributions to Im ∆ε of DOTs and IOTs
are displayed in Figure 3.19 in its dependences on different sample temperatures Ta as well as
different pump-probe delays τ .
In the frequency range above 15 THz photoexcitation results in a bleaching. This can now be
traced back to the DOT contribution, as shown in Figure 3.19. Immediately after photoexcitation,
thermalized electrons block states above EF as is schematically shown in Figure 3.20. Therefore,
the possibility for further DOTs is decreased, leading to a decreased absorption. This decrease of
DOTs is not compensated by the increased IOT contribution resulting from more excited carriers.
This interpretation additionally explains the Ta-dependence, as found in Figure 3.20. The pump-
induced changes in the DOT and IOT contributions decrease with increasing sample temperature
Ta. As previously seen for the equilibrium case in Figures 3.11 and 3.14, DOTs are blocked with
increasing Ta due to more thermally excited electrons, leading directly to a decreased absorption.
In contrast, the IOTs increase due to more scattering partners. Since at higher temperatures elec-
trons are already excited and states to scatter in blocked, the pump-induced changes should be
smaller. The same accounts for the IOTs. Scattering partners are still excited. Further excitation
results in smaller changes only. Therefore, the totally pump-induced changes ∆ετ (ω) decrease
with increasing sample temperature. A temporal evolution is found in the dependence from the













































Ta = 100 K
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Figure 3.22: Pump-induced changes of the dielectric function ∆ετ (ω) at a sample temperature Ta = 100 K for
different pump-probe delays: (a) τ = 0.1 ps, (b) τ = 0.5 ps, (c) τ = 1 ps and (d) τ = 5 ps, respectively, together
with models using different distribution functions and chemical potentials µ. Circles represent data for Re ∆ε
(red) and Im ∆ε (blue), solid lines are fits to the data. Black: fit using one distribution function corresponding to a
free fit with two distinct distributions leading to µc,v = 0. Colored: fit using two different distribution functions
with fixed chemical potentials µc = −µv .
Fit Parameters vs. τ and Ta
From the IOT and DOT contributions, the three fit parameters Te, ωpl and Γ are inferred. This
time, these fit parameters depend on pump-probe delay τ and sample temperature Ta. Figure
3.21 presents the resulting curves for two sample temperatures Ta. The parameters show similar
behavior: an initial rise after photoexcitation for all three parameters at τ = 0 ps reflects the
deposition of energy into the system. Within 0.5 ps a fast decrease is observed, in agreement
with calculation for electron-electron scattering and subsequent heating of SCOPs, as is also seen
in [CYS+11,HM00,WKM10,MWBK11]. This is followed up by a slower relaxation due to phonon-
phonon scattering [CYS+11, SKW+11], which will be discussed in Section 3.4.
Qualitatively similar two-component dynamics have also been observed with other time-resol-
ved techniques [ITY+11,BRE09,NDSvD09,MGF+01,WSG+10,IHK+08,KACS10,SLZ11,CYS+11].
Further analysis as previously done, as well as References [KPS+05,BRE09,YSM+09,ITY+11] and



































Figure 3.23: DOT and IOT contributions to Im ∆ε for different chemical potentials as well as two different
temperatures presented in panels (a) and (b). Circles represent data, solid lines fits to the data. Dotted lines
represent IOT and DOT contributions.
signal component reflects the thermalization of the electronic subsystem via electron-electron
and electron-phonon scattering accompanied by energy transfer to the SCOPs.
Possibility of Non-Single Fermi-Dirac Carrier Distribution
In the applied model from Equation (3.7), a thermal electron distribution is assumed just like in
equilibrium (metallic scenario). However, models have been proposed invoking separate distri-
butions for electrons and holes and different chemical potentials µv and µc [BRE09]. This would
lead to a band gap after photoexcitation as found in semiconductors. Both models can be applied
to the measured data, as is discussed below.
To account for different chemical potentials, the chosen model is extended. Here, impact on
the Drude response is captured by the fit paramater ωpl, while the DOT contribution needs a
modification. The interDOT term from Equation (1.23) includes the distribution function f(µ, Te).






|〈 nk |pi|n′k 〉|2
(En′k − Enk)2(En′k − Enk − ~ω − i0+) [f(µn
′k)− f(µnk)] .
This extension allows two different ways to treat the problem:
1. take µc,v as an additional free fit parameter; or
2. choose two fixed µc,v and investigate the consequences concerning fits and fit parameters.
Figure 3.22 shows fits to ∆ετ , Figure 3.23 the resulting DOT and IOT contributions for both
scenarios. For the semiconductor scenario µc,v = ±15 meV, µc,v = ±20 meV and µc,v = ±30 meV
have been chosen. The free fit leads to µc,v = (0 ± 0.1) meV for all pump-probe delays and thus
is identical with the metallic scenario. In contrast, two distinct µc,v = ±15 meV lead to fits that
agree less well with experimental data, as can be seen from Figure 3.22. According to Figure 3.23
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Figure 3.24: Dependence on the pump-probe delay τ of (a) electronic temperature Te and (b) plasma frequency
~ωpl as resulting fit parameters for different models: i) metal (circles), ii) fit with µc,v as additional fit parameters
(black), iii) semiconductor with µc = 15 meV and µv = −15 meV (grey). Models i) and ii) lead to similar results
with the same decays for both parameters while iii) differs notably.
Using the applied fluence and electronic density of states for graphite (see Figure 3.4(b)), an
estimation of the density of excited electrons and holes is given by N = (2.5 ± 1) × 1025 m−3
which would imply a chemical potential of µi = (25 ± 10) meV. Here, the error results from
the unknown relation between applied and absorbed fluence in the experiment. The different
scenarios are compared to the lowest possible µ.
The resulting fit parameters Te(τ) and ωpl are presented in Figure 3.24. The semiconductor sce-
nario would lead to significant changes in the dynamics, introducing different behaviours for
different parameters. This makes the semiconductor scenario unlikely.
In conclusion, the metallic scenario featuring only one distribution function for electrons pro-
vides better agreement with the experiment and more reasonable dynamics of the three fit pa-
rameters compared to the semiconductor scenario. These findings also agree with [WKM10,
MWBK11].
3.3.3 Comparison of Equilibrium and Photoexcited Graphite
Photoexcited states of graphite are ruled by:
1. The distribution function of the electrons. Here, a Fermi-Dirac distribution is assumed after
thermalization of the electronic system within 0.5 ps [ITY+11, WOP+11, IHK+08, YSM+09,
MGF+01, WSG+10, SCK+90]. Thus, the electronic temperature Te can be used to describe
the electrons.
2. The distribution function of the phonons. In graphite, only the small subset of SCOP modes
can scatter with the electrons [PLM+04,MRT+04]. After at most 0.5 ps electrons and SCOPs
are in equilibrium and can be described by just one temperature Te, while all remaining









































































Figure 3.25: Dependence on the electronic temperature of the plasma frequency ~ωpl(Te) for different ambient
temperatures Ta shown in panels (a)-(e) together with data obtained at equilibrium conditions and the model
including the SWM band structure information. (f) Composition of ~ωpl(Te) for all measured Ta. Pump-probe
data show a thermal behavior, except τ < 0.5 ps as marked by black circles.
As has been shown, the dielectric function of graphite is well-described by three fit parameters:
Te, ωpl and Γ.
The plasma frequency accounts for the electronic distribution. It can be used to do a consis-
tency check of the applied model. If the electrons are described by a Fermi-Dirac distribution,
ωpl(Te) should match the equilibrium data ωpl(Ta). This temperature dependence of ~ωpl(Te) is
demonstrated in Figure 3.25(a) for different sample temperatures Ta. Here, pump-probe delays
τ < 0.5 ps account for the thermalization of the electrons.
The Drude scattering rate Γ accounts for the electronic and the phononic distribution (see Sec-
tion 1.2.3). While electrons are well-described by Te independently of Ta, phonons show a non-
thermal distribution and thus a dependence on Ta should occur. Figure 3.26(a) displays Γ as a
function of Te for different ambient temperatures Ta. As expected, the gradient changes with
Ta, indicating the sensitivity to the cold lattice. Additional calculations based on a many-particle
density matrix framework [WKM10, MWBK11] show the electrons to reach higher temperatures
Te after photoexcitation for lower sample temperatures Ta. Here it turns out that the energy per
electron is much larger at lower temperatures Ta, since the excitation energy is distributed among
less charge-carriers (see Figure 3.26(b)). As a consequence, more SCOP modes are populated at
lower temperatures Ta, leading to a more pronounced non-equilibrium and so to a higher scat-
tering rate Γ. This is seen from Figure 3.26(a), where lower sample temperatures lead to higher

























































Figure 3.26: (a) Dependence of the Drude scattering rate Γ on the sample temperature Ta as obtained from pump-
probe measurements together with data taken at equilibrium conditions (black circles). Pump-probe data show
differences with varied sample temperature. (b) Calculations based on a many-particle density matrix framework
show an initial higher Te at lower temperatures Ta after photoexcitation with applied fluences as used in the
experiment. Inset shows the energy per charge carrier at different Ta.
3.3.4 Summary for Photoexcited Graphite
At first sight, photoexcitation leads to similar effects as thermal heating. Above 15 THz, a bleach-
ing is observed, due to blocked DOTs at higher electronic temperatures Te. The MIR phase infor-
mation shows an opposite trend to the equilibrium data. With increasing temperature both effects
become smaller, since electrons are already thermally excited. Additionally, the used model al-
lows an inclusion of different chemical potentials to distinguish between different charge-carrier
distributions in the conduction and the valence band. The measured data are in favor of the
assumption of just one distribution as can be found in metals. The opening of a band gap imme-
diately after photoexcitation as would be expected from a semiconductor is rather unlikely.
The thermalization after photoexcitation has been studied in detail: within 0.5 ps, the electrons
thermalize. This is shown by a thermal behavior of the plasma frequency after photoexcitation.
In contrast, the Drude scattering rate shows a strong dependence on the sample temperature.
This can be understood by means of a cold phonon bath. Initially only few SCOP modes are
heated due to strong electron-phonon coupling only in the vicinity of the K and Γ points of
the BZ. Also, few electrons are thermally excited at low temperatures, thus only few scattering
partners exist. Here, theoretical calculations show the excitation energy per electron to be much
higher at low temperatures, leading to a higher Te immediately after photoexcitation. The larger
non-equilibrium leads to different dynamics on the sub-picosecond timescale.
3.4 Phonon Cooling
So far, the optical properties of photoexcited graphite have been considered. Now, the dynamics
after photoexcitation is investigated. The measurements show a two-component dynamics as
can be seen from the τ -dependence (Figure 3.21). The fast component with a sub-picosecond
timescale has been investigated so far, whereas the slow component, showing a picosecond

































Figure 3.27: (a) ∆Sτ (tmax) as a function of pump-probe delay at 300 K at various pump fluences. Solid lines:
biexponential fit. Note the fluence-independent slope of the slower relaxation component. (b) Time constants τp
for the slower decay component resulting from the biexponential fits show no dependence on the applied fluence.
phonon modes will turn out to be the dominant process.
Despite the small fraction of available phonon states, the fast electron cooling is brought about by
the strong EPC in graphite [MRT+04, PLM+04], as has been discussed in Section 3.1.4. After less
than 0.5 ps, the SCOPs have absorbed more than 90 % of the electronic excess energy, and a quasi-
equilibrium of electrons and SCOPs is established [KPS+05, BRE09, YSM+09, ITY+11]. Then, the
slower component of the pump-probe signal is associated with the cooling of the combined sub-
system electrons plus hot SCOPs [KPS+05,YSM+09]. Since most of the pump energy is contained
in the hot phonons, the slow decay directly reflects the SCOPs’ lifetime [YSM+09, BMH+07].
3.4.1 Measurement of Pump-Probe Signals
The temperature is varied to obtain more information which finally leads to an understanding of
the energy relaxation process after photoexcitation in graphite. Here, the most important quan-
tity measured is the relaxation constant of the pump-induced changes in the electronic tempera-
ture ∆Te(τ). In the case of graphite, this is equivalent to the difference signal ∆S(τ) of the excited
and unexcited sample as can be measured in a PP-scan (see Section 2.3.3). The argumentation
may be briefly introduced:
1. Figures 3.14(c) and 3.25 show the linearity ωpl ∝ Te.
2. In combination with the model for ωpl from Equation (3.6) and graphite’s quasi-linear eDOS
D() for the pump-fluences applied here, the system should give a linear response.
3. The assumption of linearity is further verified by fluence dependent measurements as pre-
sented in Figure 3.27(b). Though a higher fluence should lead to a higher initial electronic
temperature, the decay time remains constant.
Figure 3.16(a) shows the pump-induced changes ∆Sτ (t) in the transmitted THz field. In order to
monitor the relaxation of the excited sample, t = tmax is considered, at which time the maximum
of the pump-induced THz transient is located. The resulting trace of ∆Sτ (tmax) vs. pump-probe
62
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Figure 3.28: (a) Temporal decay of the pump-induced signal maximum ∆Sτ (tmax) at several ambient temper-
atures Ta. (b) Temperature dependence of the resulting scattering rates γ (right axis). Solid lines: normalized
contributions (left axis) of phonon decay channels j=1 and 2 shown in Figure 3.29(b) as well as a fit of a linear
combination of the two curves to the experimental data. Figure is taken from [SKW+11].
delay τ is shown in Figure 3.27(a) for different pump fluences. In the used experimental setup,
the applied fluences are in the range of 6 to 12 µJ/cm2 leading only to small changes in the
chemical potential as has been discussed in Section 3.3.2.
In Figure 3.27(a) all traces exhibit a biexponential decay with a fast and slow component featuring
time constants of 0.8 ps and 5.5 ps at 300 K, respectively. As already indicated by the identical
slopes of the curves in Figure 3.27(a), the slow time constants presented in Figure 3.27(b) are
found to be independent of the applied laser fluence demonstrating that they represent sample-
intrinsic quantities.
In order to obtain insights into the energy decay of the SCOPs, pump-probe traces ∆Sτ (tmax) at
various ambient temperatures Ta have been taken. As shown in Figure 3.28(a), the decay of the
slower component of the pump-probe signal becomes considerably faster with rising Ta. The hot
SCOP lifetimes are obtained as the time constant 1/γ of the slower relaxation component of the
signal. Figure 3.28(b) shows the resulting decay rate γ vs. temperature. Here, γ increases by more
than 100 % when the ambient temperature increases from 5 to 300 K.
It should be mentioned that the measured fast decay indicates a temperaure dependence similar
to the slower component. Due to the experiment’s temporal resolution the fits obtain large errors,
thus further discussion may be inappropriate.
3.4.2 Decay in Terms of Three-Phonon Processes
The cooling of the thermalized electron-SCOP system proceeds via
1. annihilation of an electron-hole pair [All87] or
2. decay of a SCOP [BLMM07].
Both result in the emission of phonons into cold lattice modes. The first scenario is not expected

























Figure 3.29: (a) Schematic of the decay of a phonon with momentum q and energy ~ω into two phonons with
lower energy. Momentum and energy conservation restrict the set of allowed decay channels. G is a reciprocal
lattice vector. (b) Black: schematic of the phonon dispersion of graphite. Arrows: examples of allowed decay
channels of SCOPS according to Ref. [PLM+04]. The orange area indicates the thermal energy kBTa with Ta
ranging from 5 to 300 K. Adapted from [SKW+11].
order of magnitude smaller than those of the SCOPs [YSM+09]. In addition, the coupling of these
phonons to the electrons is negligible as compared to the SCOPs as has been discussed in Section
3.1.4. Finally, according to a two-temperature model [All87], the first mechanism should result
in a slower decay with increasing temperature Ta, in contrast to the observations from Figure
3.28(b). Thus, it is reasonable to assume the combined cooling of electrons and hot SCOPs to
be mediated by anharmonic phonon-phonon coupling of SCOPs with two phonons with lower
energy [BLMM07, YSM+09, CYS+11] as previously discussed in Section 3.1.4. Such scattering is
schematically shown in Figure 3.29(a).
Such decay can be modeled in terms of the distribution of participating phonon modes as intro-
duced by Equation (1.5). Each decay channel j makes a contribution
γj = γj0
[
1 + b(ω′j , Ta) + b(ωj − ω′j , Ta)
]
(3.8)
to the total energy decay rate γ =
∑
γj of the hot-phonon system [LvdLK71]. Here, γj0 is the rate
at vanishing sample temperature, ωj the SCOP frequency, and ω′j and ωj −ω′j are the frequencies
of the emitted phonons. Each of these three-phonon processes has to conserve phonon energy
and wavevector, thus greatly reducing the set of allowed final modes. Possible decay channels
have been figured out by [BLMM07] and are presented in Section 3.1.4. It has been found that
the lower phonon energy ~ω′j can only derive from a few narrow intervals between 0 and ~ωj/2.
Prominent examples of such decay channels are shown in the schematic of the phonon dispersion
relation of graphite in Figure 3.29(b).
The interval with the lowest phonon energies is centered around ~ω′1 = 10.5 meV and associated
with acoustic phonons emitted in the decay of the A′1-K mode indicated by blue arrows in Figure
3.29(b). Using Equation (3.8), the normalized rate γ1/γ10 of this decay channel as a function of
Ta has been calculated. As seen from Figure 3.28(b), γ1 increases by more than a factor of 2 when
the temperature increases from 5 to 300 K. This strong temperature sensitivity arises because the
phonon energy ~ω′1 is comparable to the thermal energy kBTa as highlighted by the light red area
in Figure 3.29(b).
In contrast, considering an allowed decay channel with the next-higher energy ~ω′2 = 60 meV
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Figure 3.30: (a) Pump-probe data for all fit parameters (X = Te, ωpl,Γ), normalized on the maximum Xmax
of the pump-induced changes taken at Ta = 300 K. (b) Ta-dependence of the resulting decay rates γ from Fig-
ure 3.28(b) (grey), exponential fit to Te (black) and fit to Epl (red). The Drude scattering rate Γ shows the same
slope but is not shown here.
a curve with nearly negligible temperature dependence shown by the j = 2 curve in Figure
3.28(b). Similar curves are obtained for all remaining decay channels j as they involve even
higher energies ~ω′j . These differences in the temperature dependence have also been evaluated
by [BLMM07]. An example is the symmetric decay of the E2g-Γ mode indicated by red arrows in
Figure 3.29(b). Therefore, it is sufficient to fit a linear combination of γ1 and γ2 to the measured
decay curve of γ vs. Ta, with γ10 and γ20 as fit parameters. Whereas γ2 merely contributes a
constant offset, γ1 sets the slope of the curve. Best fit results are obtained for 1/γ10 = 22.1 ps
and 1/γ20 = 30.5 ps, providing good agreement with experimental data given by the black solid
line in Figure 3.28(b). Thus, the results are compatible with the notion that at 300 K the energy
relaxation of the hot SCOPs is dominated by the decay of A′1 phonons at the K point into acoustic
phonons with quantum energies of about 10 meV.
As a consistency check, the relaxation rates γ of the SCOPs as obtained here should be compared
with the previously presented temperature dependence of the changes in the dielectric function.
Figure 3.30(a) presents a logarithmic plot of the decay of the three fit parameters Te, ωpl and Γ
with pump-probe delay τ . Furthermore, Figure 3.30(b) presents the exponentially fitted decay
rates measured at five different temperatures between 100 K and 300 K together with the data
evaluated from ∆Sτ (tmax). The previously obtained decay rates match the rates resulting from
the parameters. As a consequence, the modeling of pump-probe data using Drude theory and
linear response together with band structure calculation leads to physical quantities that show
the same temperature dependence of the dynamic as the pump-probe signal itself [KAK+09,
PKG+09].
3.4.3 Discussion and Conclusion
These findings for the energy relaxation can be compared to previous temperature-dependent
measurements of the SCOP decay of photoexcited graphite. Those works made use of time-
resolved incoherent Raman scattering and report decay times of 2.2 ps [CYS+11] and 2.4 ps
[KACS10] at 300 K, noticeably shorter than the 5.5 ps observed here. It should be noted that



















Figure 3.31: (a) Comparison of decay rates from THz experiments from Figure 3.28(b) (black) and Raman mea-
surements (grey) from Ref. [CYS+11], both normalized to the value at Ta = 300 K. Solid lines: normalized
contributions of phonon decay channels j=1 and 2 shown in Figure 3.29(b) as well as a fit of a linear combination
of the two curves to the experimental data. Here, Raman data are in agreement with the linear combination fitting
the THz data. (b) Calculated temperature dependence of the decay times for A′1 and E2g , taken from [BLMM07].
Here, E2g shows virtually no dependence on the temperature in contrast to A′1.
[WSG+10,NDSvD09], photoelectron spectroscopy [ITY+11] and electron diffraction [SLZ11] also
report a broad variety of time constants of the slow signal component. This variety may be re-
lated to the use of different probing techniques and samples of different thickness [NDSvD09,
HHM+11]. In particular, since both THz and Raman signal reflect the temperature of the hot
phonons, the different time constants observed in these experiments most likely arise from the
particular sample used. Whereas the graphite thin film investigated here is homogeneously ex-
cited as has been stated in Section 2.2, transport effects into the depth of the inhomogeneously
excited bulk crystal used by [CYS+11] may accelerate the dynamics inside the probed volume.
Here, unpublished first results from transport measurements on graphite by using time-resolved
SHG technique [MPB08] indicate a significant contribution from electronic transport.
However, despite the differences in time constants, the relative changes as a function of temper-
ature are comparable for the Raman- and THz-based work: an increase of the phonon decay rate
by about 70 % was observed by increasing Ta from 300 to 700 K as reported by [KACS10,CYS+11]
while a 100 % increase from 5 to 300 K is found in THz experiments. It should be noted that the fit
to the decay rate γ(T )/γ(300 K) vs. Ta presented here would also give a reasonable description of
the normalized time-resolved Raman data as can be seen from Figure 3.31. Here, the color code
is in accordance to Figures 3.28(b) and 3.29(b). Conversely, the model chosen in [CYS+11] would
not yield a good description of THz transmission data as it involves too high phonon energies
~ω′j . In other words, low-temperature experiments allow a better identification of the phonon
decay processes involving small phonon energies of the order of 10 meV.
Finally, these findings should be compared to DFT calculations by [BLMM07, BRR+08] of the
anharmonicity-related lifetime of various phonon modes at the Γ and K points. The experimental
results agree well with the predicted temperature dependence of the A′1-K mode [BLMM07] as
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Figure 3.32: Schematic of the relaxation processes in graphite
after photoexcitation. Electrons are excited via DOTs and ther-
malize within 0.5 ps and concurrently heat the SCOP modes.






while theory predicts 0.56. Absolute numbers agree roughly:
1
γ10
= 22.1 ps ,






= 14.6 ps (3.9)
predicted by theory. However, theory [BLMM07] also suggests a strong contribution from the
decay of the E2g-Γ mode, with a much shorter lifetime of about 3.3 ps at vanishing temperature.
Such short phonon lifetimes are not observed in THz-transmission experiments. The reason for
this discrepancy is not yet understood.
3.5 Summary and Outlook
The combination of temperature-dependent THz transmission measurements on graphite under
equilibrium conditions and after photoexcitation reveals information on electronic transitions,
electron-phonon coupling and anharmonic phonon decay.
It has been shown that thermal heating makes graphite more transparent for THz radiation. Mod-
eling including direct and indirect optical transitions provide information on the microscopic
reasons for such behavior. At higher sample temperatures Ta, more electrons are excited. There-
fore possible DOTs are blocked. The opposite trend occurs for IOTs since more scattering takes
place due to more scattering partners. This affects the plasma frequency ωpl as well as the Drude
scattering rate Γ. Both increase with temperature. In addition, ωpl can be modeled by using band
structure information, showing the consistency between fits to the dielectric function and the
applied model.
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Photoexcitation leads to similar effects. Above 15 THz, a bleaching due to blocked DOTs is found.
With increasing temperature the relative effect becomes smaller, since electrons are already ther-
mally excited. Considering different chemical potentials indicates that just one Fermi-Dirac dis-
tribution occurs as can be expected in metals.
Within 0.5 ps, the electrons thermalize. This is shown by a thermal behavior of ωpl only 0.5 ps after
photoexcitation. In contrast, the Drude scattering rate shows a strong dependence on the sample
temperature. This can be understood by means of cold phonons and only few thermally excited
electrons at low temperatures. Therefore, only few scattering partners exist at low temperatures.
Additonal theoretical calculations show that the excitation energy per electron is much higher
at low temperatures, leading to higher Te immediately after photoexcitation as well as different
dynamics on the subpicosecond timescale.
Figure 3.32 summarizes the energy relaxation in graphite: an initially fast decay that can be
adressed to the electronic thermalization and subsequent heating of the SCOPs, and a slower de-
cay showing a picosecond time constant. The temperature dependence of the slower relaxation
shows a faster decay with increasing temperature. This effect can be explained by anharmonic
phonon-phonon scattering with low energy phonon modes. The found temperature dependence
then favors a more pronounced heating of the A′1-K mode, for which a higher value has been
found in the EPC.
All findings show that graphite may have interesting applications in MIR photonics. Its optical
properties at MIR frequencies can be modulated with considerable depth, suggesting its use in




Superconductivity has been discovered 100 years ago. This state of matter allows currents to flow without
resistance and enables unique magnetic properties, leading to Josephson effects in tunnel contact. In terms
of theoretical framework, the BCS theory for superconductivity from 1957 led to two key insights: pairing
of electrons and condensation of these pairs into a coherent state describes all classical superconductors and
sets the frame even for an understanding of novel superconductors. On the experimental side, the discovery
of cuprate superconductors with transition temperatures above the boiling point of liquid nitrogen in 1986
led to still unsolved questions: neither the pairing mechanism nor the novel pseudogap state are sufficiently
understood.
This chapter deals with the physics of cuprate superconductors and temperature-dependent THz-trans-
mission measurements on the compound Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8−δ . It is based on the more general concept of
Cooper pairing as was presented in Section 1.1.5 and pursues this framework to the BCS theory. Below,
high-Tc superconductors will be introduced with special emphasis on the cuprates. Here, differences be-
tween BCS superconductors and cuprates are demonstrated and an overview of the controversy about the
phase diagram is given. Temperature-dependent experiments were performed in equilibrium and after pho-
toexcitation in the frequency domain. Here, the superconducting phase transition as well as an indication
of the pseudogap are found. Photoexcitation can be used to study quasi-equilibrium conditions and thus
introduces a second complementary method to study the phase diagram of superconducting materials by
THz spectroscopy.
4.1 General Remarks on Superconductivity
In 1908, Heike Kamerlingh-Onnes succeeded in liquifying helium at a temperature of 4.2 K
[KO08]. He performed first experiments in the then accessible low temperature regime on a
scientific problem of his days: the electrical resistance of metals near to the absolute zero. Sev-
eral possibilities had been proposed [Blu09], but when a mercury sample was cooled below the
boiling point of LHe, surprisingly the resistance disappeared suddenly [KO11a, KO11b]. This
characteristic behavior for superconductivity is seen in data from Kamerlingh-Onnes’ experi-
ments provided by Figure 4.1. Kamerlingh-Onnes was soon able to demonstrate the ability of
an electrical current to pass round a superconducting circuit without observable reduction. Only
one year later, in 1912, tin and lead have also been found to be superconducting. A hundred
years have passed since and superconductivity still is a hot topic. While the classical supercon-
ductivity has been understood in terms of Cooper pairing (see Section 1.1.5) mediated by lattice
vibrations about half a century ago, phonon mediation seems not to be the case for novel high-Tc
superconductors such as cuprates.












Figure 4.1: Diagram of the vanishing resistivity at low
temperatures in the case of mercury taken from Ref.
[KO12].
ing the BCS theory, before the differences between classical superconductors and cuprates are
discussed. Here, special interest is paid to the phase diagram. Then, the physical properties of
the cuprate Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8−δ are introduced, before the experimental results for that material
are discussed.
4.1.1 Macroscopic Properties of Superconductors
At first sight, the resistance decreases to zero when superconductors are cooled down below a
critical temperature Tc. Additionally, the zero resistance at low temperatures could be destroyed
if the material was subjected to a magnetic fieldB.
First experiments pointed towards a simple description of superconductors as perfect conduc-
tors. However, this notion would have severe consequences arising from classical electrodynam-
ics: a changing applied magnetic field induces a voltage in a conductor. A superconducting wire
could not support such voltage because, by Ohm’s law, an infinite current would have to flow.
Therefore, the magnetic field inside a superconductor would never be able to change. This then
implies that a superconductor would trap any magnetic field present when you cooled it down
and keep that trapped magnetic field until you warmed it up again [Blu09]. In 1933 Meissner
and Ochsenfeld showed, contrary to that expectation, that any magnetic field is not trapped in a
superconductor but appeared to be expelled from it. Thus, superconductors are perfect diamag-
nets. A schematic of the so-called Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect is provided in Figure 4.2. It makes
no difference whether the magnetic field is applied to the superconductor below (panel (a)) or
above (panel (b)) Tc: each time it is expelled from the interior, due to electrical screening currents
which flow across its surface and act to screen the interior of the superconductor from the exter-
nally applied magnetic field. The observation that superconductors are perfect diamagnets leads
to the insight that superconductivity is a well-defined thermodynamic state and does not depend
on the sample’s history. The phase transition between normally conducting and superconducting
phase is of second order because no transition heat occurs. The resulting discrepancy between





Figure 4.2: Schematic of the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect showing a superconductor to be perfectly diamagnetic:
(a) the magnetic field is switched on below Tc. The superconductor repels the field completely. (b) The magnetic
field is switched on above Tc. Again, the superconductor repels the field.
A first ansatz for the electrodynamics introduced a ’two-fluid’ model for superconductors adding
a so-called supercurrent js to the normal current jo [Buc94, vL49]. Since both should be in-




= E rot(λjs) = −B . (4.1)
Here, the current of the superconductor is connected with the magnetic field instead of the ap-
plied voltage [Blu09]. This led to the insight that Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism does
not include the physics of superconductivity. Now it was possible to describe the exclusion of
magnetic fields from the interior of superconductors. Notably, in a very short distance inside the
surface, the so-called London penetration depth λ, the magnetic fields are able to penetrate, as
was additionally found in experiments. An ansatz for cubic crystals with Nsl superconducting





4.1.2 Microscopic Properties of Superconductors
In 1950, the dependence of the superconducting state on the isotopic mass in the case of mercury
was discovered [RSWN50, Max50], pointing towards a phonon-mediated mechanism for super-
conductivity. The combination with the concurrently established Fro¨hlich model of Section 1.1.4
led to the description of superconductivity via Cooper pairs consisting of two bound electrons
with opposite spin and momentum (see Section 1.1.5). To describe the superconductivity in clas-
sical superconductors, a second condition besides the pairing must be fulfilled: the condensation
of Cooper pairs into a coherent state. The so-called BCS theory (according to Bardeen, Cooper
and Schrieffer) from 1957 [BCS57] is summarized here, since it provides access to the energy gap
∆ which has been found to be the main characteristic feature for all superconductors.
First, a product state of N Cooper pairs is considered:
Φ˜
(N)
BCS (r1 . . . rN ) = Aˆ · ψ (r1 − r2) · ψ (r3 − r4) · . . . · ψ (rN−1 − rN ) ,
with antisymmetry operator Aˆ and wavefunctions for one single Cooper pair including proba-
bility amplitudes gk to find an electron pair with wavevectors k and −k, as has been discussed
in Section 1.1.5:
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Here, the second term presents an alternative formulation of the first one as a linear combination
of eigenstates Φ˜(N)BCS of Nˆ [Gro06]. It should be emphazised that the BCS ground state itself is not
an eigenstate of Nˆ , i.e. the number of Cooper pairs and electrons is not conserved. Instead, the
total phase is fixed. Now, the coefficents gk (or likewise λn) have to be chosen to minimize the
total energy. Since the particle number is not conserved, the free energy
F = 〈H〉 − µ 〈N〉 = 〈ΦBCS| Hˆred − µNˆ |ΦBCS〉
has to be minimized, usually using the so-called reduced hamiltonian, describing the interaction









w(k, k′) ( aˆ†k↑aˆ
†
−k↓ )︸ ︷︷ ︸
1stCooper pair
( aˆ−k′↑aˆk′↓ )︸ ︷︷ ︸
2ndCooper pair
. (4.5)




w(q, k) 〈ΦBCS |aˆ−k↑aˆk↓|ΦBCS〉 ,







(k − µ)2 + |∆k|2
. (4.6)
This equation defines the size of the band gap of a classical superconductor. Superconductivity
can be found if ∆k 6= 0, otherwise the material is normal-conducting. The size of the bandgap
thus is 2∆k, two times the pairing energy of a Cooper pair (Equation 1.10) and dependent on
temperature. The idea of Cooper pairs offers a way of understanding the occurance of a band gap
usually ascribed to insulators: it takes at least the energy 2∆k to break pairs up. In a normal metal,
electrons can absorb an arbitrarily small amount of energy. In a superconductor nothing happens
until the energy supplied matches 2∆k. Once the gap has bridged, energy can be absorbed. This
effect can be measured by looking at the way in which superconductors absorb electromagnetic
waves in the MIR spectral range. If the waves have a photon energy smaller than the gap energy,
the waves are not absorbed. As soon as their energy is large enough, Cooper pairs can be broken
apart and energy is absorbed [Blu09]. Since gap sizes are found to be in the meV range, THz
radiation is well suited to study the superconducting state.
It should be mentioned that Cooper pairs do not exhibit excited states. Excitations of the super-
conducting state leads to broken Cooper pairs, which become two fermionic quasi particles. Since
the BCS wavefunction shows s-symmetry, an isotropic medium has been considered.
To summarize, two main features cause superconductivity:
1. Cooper pairs as introduced in Section 1.1.5 have to be formed,
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2. these Cooper pairs have to condensate into a coherent state with fixed phase, e.g. the BCS
ground state (Equation (4.4)).
In BCS theory, scattering does not affect conduction. A Cooper pair propagates as a whole
through the material when a current flows, although it consists of two electrons with equal but
opposite momentum. All pairs are locked together and glide at the same speed. The scattering of
a pair with a phonon changes the individual momenta of the electrons but the gliding of the pair
remains unaffected. Thus a pair state scatters into another pair state. This occurs because there is
a very great energy saving for keeping all pairs moving with identical speed [Blu09].
4.2 High-Tc Superconductors
Several classes of superconducting materials have been found. Most prominent are BCS super-
conductors, obtaining critical temperatures below 40 K, and so-called high-Tc superconductors
with Tc > 40 K as found in the cuprates and the pnictides. Other non-BCS type superconductors
are found in heavy-fermion superconductors, organic superconductors and some special mate-
rials as the ruthenates and the alkali-doped fullerenes [Leg07]. An overview of characteristic
properties is given in Table 4.1.
Tc PG Symmetry BCS-type
BCS SC < 25 K x s X
MgB2 39 K x s X
heavy ions < 2 K ? ? x
organic SC < 12 K ? ? x
Sr2RuO4 1, 5 K x d x
fullerenes < 40 K x s X
cuprates < 140 K X d x
pnictides < 55 K x ? x
Table 4.1: Classes of superconductors and their physical properties [Leg07, HK08, KLK+08].
4.2.1 General Properties of Cuprates
In 1986, Bednorz and Mu¨ller found the cuprate (LaBa)2CuO4 to be superconducting with a Tc of
30 K [BM86, HHDS08, Lev07]. Shortly after that, the compound YBa2Cu3O6+δ (YBCO) has been
found to access the superconducting phase at up to 93 K [WAT+87]. Today, HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8
shows the highest Tc value with 135 K, and even 160 K under high pressure.
Although superconductivity has been expected to occur in cuprates, Tc was suprisingly high. The
usage of ytterbium instead of lanthanum leads to higher chemical pressure, which was found to
be important for the occurance of superconductivity [Pic89]. All cuprates are ceramics, where a
high-temperature annealing in a rich oxygen atmosphere is applied [Pic89]. Pellets, consisting of
the initial elements, are thus calcinated in air at high temperatures above 800◦C and subsequently
homogenized. The resulting material then is quenched [CBG+88].
So far, cuprates are the only materials showing a Tc above the temperature of liquid nitrogen.
Unfortunately, the pairing mechanism is still unknown. Due to that lack of theoretical under-







Figure 4.3: (a) Perovskite structure ABO3. Atoms of metal A form a cube with metal B in the center, surrounded
by oxygen O. (b) The Coulomb interaction blocks electron hopping in a CuO2 layer. Here, doping with electrons
or holes leads to possible charge-carrier hopping.
Mother Compounds
The mother compounds of the cuprates belong to a class of antiferromagnetic insulating per-
ovskites. These are oxides with ABO3-structure, A and B denoting metals. Here, A atoms form a
cube with a B atom in the center surrounded by an octahedron of oxygen atoms [Blu09] as shown
in Figure 4.3(a). These compounds are electrically insulating, due to strong electron-electron
interaction. By changing the concentration of the electrons, the cuprate layers become super-
conducting below a doping-dependent Tc. With stronger doping, the cuprates show metallic
behavior and can be described by the Fermi liquid theory (overdoped cuprates) [Leg07].
In general, cuprates exhibit a perovskite structure obtaining CuO2-layers, with different spac-
ings between these layers. Compounds with different numbers of these layers in each unit cell
are known. The electronic structure of these CuO2 layers leads to a splitting into two small
energy bands (upper and lower Hubbard band) with an energy gap of size the U , and EF in
between [Hub63,Czy04]. Due to the 3d9 configuration of the copper ions the lower band is filled
completely while the upper one remains empty, leading to an insulating phase (Mott insula-
tor) [Mot49,NPK]. Here, each copper atom is in the ground state with d9 configuration. Hopping
of an electron would lead to two neighboring atoms in d8 and d10 configuration, respectively.
If the Coulomb repulsion is larger than the hopping energy, the electrons are localized as indi-
cated in Figure 4.3. The spin of the electrons forms a Ne´el lattice (antiferromagnetic Hubbard
insulator) [Hub63].
The complete situation is like a chessboard consisting of antiparallel spins with copper ions lo-
cated at the corners and oxygen ions along the chains, as presented in Figure 4.3. Between single
boards different elements act as spacers.
Superconductivity via Doping
For superconductivity in cuprates, doping via holes is important. Therefore, 3+ cations are
changed to 2+ cations in the spacing layers. The charge exchange removes electrons from the
CuO2 layers. The remaining holes can move along the chessboards and thus destroy the Ne´el
lattice as shown in Figure 4.3. With a hole-doping of 5%, superconductivity arises and the anti-
ferromagnetic state is destroyed. Thus the superconductivity is a sort of short-circuit in theses
materials, because the spacing layers are still normal-conducting. Tc rises with doping concen-
tration δ and reaches a maximum at 16%, to become zero again at about 25%. Higher doping lead
to a metallic compound as already mentioned. In terms of the Hubbard model, the doping leads
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EF
Figure 4.4: Fermi surface of overdoped BSCCO measured with angle-
resolved photoemission (ARPES): bottom panels show the measured
relative occupation probability n(k) from which the Fermi surface has
been determined. Middle panel shows the obtained quasi-particle dis-
persion. Top panel displays the mapped Fermi surface together with
the d-wave gap in the superconducting state below Tc. Here, the
anisotropy in the gap reveals the d-wave character of the gap. Figure
taken from [RKF+98].
to a decrease of EF into the lower Hubbard band. The doping level δ then is given by a parabolic
relation to the critical temperature Tc [TBS+95]:





This also has implications for the preparation process: usually samples are made and subse-
quently the doping level is calculated from the measured Tc of the sample. Thus, many samples
have to be produced to find the maximum value of Tc and a certain δ.
Figure 4.5 shows different possible phase diagrams for cuprates. There are several common fea-
tures: all phase diagrams exhibit an antiferromagnetic phase at low δ as well as a supercon-
ducting dome due to the parabolic relation from Equation (4.7). Another phase is known: the
so-called pseudogap phase below a pseudogap temperature T ∗. The occurance of such a state is
not yet fully understood.
The Fermi surface shows a fourfold d-symmetry located in the CuO2 layers. Therefore, a phon-
on-based mechanism should play a minor role, since BCS theory requires s-symmetry (Section
4.1.2) and the pairing electrons are sited on different copper ions [Ohk07]. The d-symmetry also


























Figure 4.5: Different possible phase diagrams for cuprates, displaying various phase transition temperatures
vs. doping δ. (a) Pseudogap and superconducting gap merge in the overdoped regime. In the so-called one-gap
scenario, the pseudogap phase is described in terms of preformed Cooper pairs, that condensate into the coherent
state at Tc. (b) Pseudogap and superconducting gap cross each other. In this so-called two-gap scenario, both gaps
are of different nature. (c) Pseudogap and superconducting gap meet at Tc and merge, indicating a competing
pseudogap phase.
Non-Controversial Facts
There is still a lack of understanding of the superconducting mechanism in the case of cuprates.
Nevertheless, no controversy arises on the following facts proven by experimental evidence:
1. Measurements of the flux quantum and Josephson effects show superconductivity due to
Cooper pairs that are spin singlets.
2. Superconductivity occurs in the CuO2 layers. The pairing is independent of the number of
the layers and no pairing between different layers has been observed.
3. The Cu ions are in a spin 1/2 3d9 configuration with the symmetry of the layers lifting the
degeneracy of the d orbitals down to a single dx2−y2 [HH10].
4. No significant isotropic effect has been found. Thus electron-phonon interaction should be
excluded as glue for the Cooper pairs.
5. The coherence length ξ within layers is 1-3 nm and therefore much smaller than in BCS
superconductors.
6. A pseudogap phase has been found.
Controversy - the Phase Diagram
In recent years, much effort has been made to combine the description of the superconducting
phase, the pseudogap phase and the normal and insulating phase by means of doping properties.
Here, improvements in experiment and theory point towards models with two complementary
statements [Cho06, HH10]:
1. Hubbard type models that start out at high energies of order U in the eV range, includ-
ing the pairing mechanism as low-energy antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations and thus as
retarded interaction [LNW06, AAHH07, CCG+08].
2. The t−J model [Czy04] at intermediate energies, including pairing as anisotropic momen-
tum space mechanism with the core of the Coulomb interaction orthogonal to the pair wave
function enforcing a d-wave gap solution [And07] and thus as instantaneous interaction.
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This supports a picture where electron pairing is predominantly magnetic or electronic in nature
and phonon interaction plays only a minor role. It is not finally clarified to which extent spin and
charge fluctuations contribute via a retarded pairing or exchange coupling via an instantaneous
interaction.
Much attention has been paid to the phase diagram, since the correlation of superconducting and
pseudogap is still unclear. Three different scenarios have been proposed:
1. Figure 4.5(a) shows the pseudogap to be the origin of the antiferromagnetism and the super-
conductivity. The electron-electron interaction triggers the pairing at T ∗, while the conden-
sation into the coherent state occurs below Tc [Mil06]. Thus one finds preformed Cooper
pairs with energy Epg. The condensation then leads to an additional gain of energy Esc.
2. Figure 4.5(b) considers the pseudogap and the superconducting phase as two distinct phe-
nomena on the same Fermi surface. Thus we find two bandgaps with energies Epg and
Esc, respectively, independent of each other. Measurements with Angle-Resolved Photo-
Electron Spectroscopy favors this two-gap scenario [TLL+06].
3. Figure 4.5(c) shows a scenario where T ∗ and Tc merge.
Recent far-infrared ellipsometry experiments [DYM+10] are in favor of scenario 3. Here, c-axis
conductivity reveals information on ∆sc and ∆pg as well, and the data suggest that ∆pg vanishes
close to a critical doping level of δ = 0.19. This may be evidence of a competing pseudogap.
Additionally, signatures of a precurser superconducting state have been found. Conclusions
concerning the superconducting mechanism have not been drawn. Additional THz transmission
measurements will complete this picture.
BSCCO
In 1988, the compound Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8−δ has been found [CBG+88, MTFA88], also known as
BSCCO or Bi2212. It shows a Tc of 92 K and includes no rare earth components. The unit cell is
presented in Figure 4.6(a), showing two CuO2 layers per unit cell. The mother compound obtains
the lengths a = 3,817 A˚ and c = 30,5 A˚ in x-y- and z-direction, respectively. The energy gaps have
been found to be 2∆pg ≈ 76 meV and 2∆sc ≈ 41−68 meV [HTG07]. Here, differences arise from
the preparation of the samples in combination with the relation for δ(Tc) from Equation(4.7).
Figure 4.6(b) shows the electronic structure of BSCCO. Here, the strong bonds in the CuO2 layers
as well as the weakly bound BiO3 layers are likely to be recognized.
4.2.2 Cuprates vs. BCS Superconductors
Finally, the differences between the cuprates and the BCS superconductors shall be analyzed. In
both cases, the coherent superconducting phase occurs, formed by Cooper pairs. For the BCS
type, the pairing mechanism is based on interaction with lattice vibrations. The resulting co-
herence length is in the order of 100 nm. The BCS ground state requires s-symmetry and thus
metals and alloys mainly show this type of superconductivity. In contrast, the coherence length
is just a few nanometers in the cuprates. The superconducting gap shows d-symmetry according
to the antiferromagnetic mother compounds, thus interaction with phonons can be excluded as
superconducting mechanism. A pseudogap phase occurs above Tc. Whether pseudogap and




Figure 4.6: (a) Lattice structure and (b) electronic structure of BSCCO, taken from [Pic89]. Superconductivity
occurs in CuO2 layers, marked by O1. Two CuO2 layers are found, seperated by different spacing layers. Further
description is given in the text.
4.3 BSCCO at Equilibrium Conditions
The investigation of cuprates has been done by using various different experimental techniques,
such as ARPES and optical spectroscopy. ARPES is sensitive to energy and momentum of the
electrons and thus reveals band structure information and maps the d-shaped Fermi surface
[RKF+98] (see Figure 4.4) as well as the superconducting gap [TLL+06, PLL+07, CRY+10]. In
contrast, most optical experiments integrate over the BZ and therefore reveal limited informa-
tion on the band structure [Bon07,HTG04,HTG07,HTSC07,GCC+09]. Nevertheless, far-infrared
ellipsometry reveals the sizes of the energy gaps for different doping levels in YBCO [DYM+10]
and find further evidence for a precursor superconducting state below an onset temperature
Tc < T
ons < T ∗.
We make use of THz spectroscopy in the frequency range above 10 THz which is a promising
tool for studying high-Tc superconductors because the gap energy of optimally doped BSCCO
is 2∆sc ≈ 68 meV=ˆ16 THz. Therefore, THz spectroscopy is well suited to study low energy
excitations of superconductors. Moreover, it allows for a contactless conductivity measurement
[KWE+00, ARL+01, CKO+04, KCC+05]. The frequency-dependent measurements on BSCCO are
taken for various temperatures and different doping levels. We analyze our data in terms of an
optical electron scattering rate, combining the information on absorption and dispersion. The
obtained electron scattering rate is found to show significant features that coincide with Tc and
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Figure 4.7: Temperature dependence of the THz transmission for temperatures above and below Tc for two differ-
ent doping levels. (a) Transmitted THz waveform of sample and reference, respectively, and (b) transmitted THz
waveforms between 30 K and 130 K for optimally doped BSSCO with Tc = 91 K. (c) Transmitted THz waveform
of sample and reference and (d) THz waveforms between 30 K and 130 K for underdoped BSSCO with Tc = 85 K.
For both samples an increase in absorption with temperature is observed as well as a slight shift in phase.
Experimental Data
Figures 4.7(a) and (c) show transmitted THz waveforms for two different BSCCO films with Tc =
91 K and Tc = 85 K together with the reference signals. The measured difference in amplitude is
caused by the different sample thicknesses. Figure 4.7(b) shows the transmitted THz waveforms
for different sample temperatures below and above Tc in the case of optimally doped BSCCO
with Tc = 91 K. Here, a change in transmission is found. With increasing temperature, the
amplitude decreases. Also changes in the phase are observed mainly at later times. This trend is
similar also for different doping levels δ as presented in Figure 4.7(d).
In contrast to graphite, the optical properties of superconductors are usually discussed in terms












































































Figure 4.8: Frequency dependence of the optical conductivity for temperatures above and below Tc for two differ-
ent doping levels. (a) Real part σ1(ω) and (b) imaginary part σ2(ω) for optimally doped BSSCO with Tc = 91 K,
(c) real part σ1(ω) and (d) imaginary part σ2(ω) for underdoped BSCCO with Tc = 85 K. Here, the absorption
part σ1(ω) shows an increase with temperature that can be understood in terms of the gap. Additionally, the dis-
persion part σ2(ω) shows a temperature dependence below the gap energy 2∆ ∼= 18 THz. Above 2∆ it remains
virtually constant.
with σ1) the phase shift between E and j. Again, the thin-film formula was applied, leading to
the conductivity shown in Figure 4.8. Panels (a) and (c) show σ1(ω) for two different δ and
various sample temperatures. As was seen in the transmitted THz waveforms, a decrease in the
absorption is observed below Tc for lower frequencies. At higher frequencies only small changes
are found as has been reported by [vdMMZ+03, BT05, CKO+04] whereas at frequencies below
11 THz the Drude contribution dominates the response [LNW06]. Figures 4.8(a) and (b) also
show, that the decrease in absorption is not sharp neither in the frequency domain at 2∆sc nor
the temperature domain at Tc.
Figures 4.8(b) and (d) show the corresponding changes in phase. At higher frequencies no sig-
nificant changes are observed, while a strong decrease with temperature for frequencies below
the corresponding gap energies takes place. This is due to the changes previously observed in
the THz transient. Additionally, a crossing point is observed at about 22 THz that shifts slightly
towards lower frequencies with decreasing δ.
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Figure 4.9: Temperature and frequency dependence of the electron scattering rate τ−1 for BSCCO with different
doping levels. (a) Optimally doped with Tc = 91 K, (b) underdoped with Tc = 85 K, (c) underdoped with
Tc = 80 K, (d) strongly underdoped with Tc = 68 K. For all doping levels, similar behavior is found: Below Tc
and 2∆, a valley is formed. At Tc and 2∆, respectively, an abrupt rise occurs followed up by an slow increase.
Much effort has been devoted to model the optical conductivity in order to understand the mech-
anism of superconductivity [HPS93]. So far, qualitative and quantitatve agreement has been
reached only in the vicinity of the superconducting phase transition T ∼= Tc. Here, a combination
of amplitude and phase information is given by the electron scattering rate τ−1, [BT05]. It repre-
sents the imaginary part Σop2 of the optical single-particle self-energy Σ
op(ω) = Σop1 (ω) + iΣ
op
2 (ω)
[HTG04] and thus is accessible by theoretical calculations [QTK+99, HTG07]. Here, a Drude-like










Figure 4.9 displays the resulting temperature- and frequency-dependent electron scattering rates
at four different doping levels. All curves provide similar slopes: at low temperatures as well
as low frequencies, a structural low plateau is observed, followed up by a distinctive step that
can be associated with the superconducting phase transition. Excitation energy and temperature
are due to 2∆ and Tc as will be disussed below. Cuts are applied to investigate the temperature
dependence as well as the frequency dependence. Results for the temperature domain are shown
in Figures 4.10 (a) and (b) for two different δ. Both panels account for the frequency range below
14 THz. A step-like feature occurs at T1 = Tc due to the superconducting gap for all doping
levels considered. This step is linked to the previously observed changes in σ1 and σ2 and can be







































































Figure 4.10: Temperature dependence of the electron scattering rate at two different doping levels of BSCCO:
(a) Tc = 85 K and (b) Tc = 80 K and at various photon energies below the gap energy. The superconducting
phase transition can be adressed to T1, while a kink at T2 can be guessed only. (c) and (d) Derivative of the
measured curves of (a) and (b). Here, T1 and T2 are derived from the marked significant changes.
An interpretation of these observations is as follows: the electron scattering rate shows a sig-
nificant decrease at Tc due to the occurance of blocked states, that undermine scattering events.
Below Tc the scattering rate remains virtually constant on a lower level, indicating the opening
of the superconducting band gap. However, there is no sharp transition, neither in temperature
(see Figure 4.10) nor in the frequency range (see Figure 4.8). This may be caused by the d-wave
gap character, leading to a not well-defined size of ∆sc, and the contribution of the normal con-
ducting spacers between the superconducting CuO2-planes to the conductivity. For the latter,
another indicator is the existing offset in conductivity and the still high values of τ−1 below Tc.
It is known, that unpaired electrons rule the MIR response of BSCCO [BT05, HTSC07, QTK+99].
Here, the decrease is found to be in the order of 1/3. Additional simulations have been done
previously by [HPS94] for the microwave regime, confirming the interpretation of a band gap
opening.
Evaluation of the Transition Temperatures
Previously obtained measurements and simulation mainly focussed on the frequency depen-



















Figure 4.11: Phase diagram with temperatures T1 and T2
as were obtained from the electron scattering rates. The
superconducting dome (Tc) was calculated from Equation
(4.7), the pseudogap phase (T ∗) corresponds to [NPK].
Here, T1 and T2 match Tc and T ∗, respectively. For op-
timal doping no T2 has been found, indicating that super-
conducting phase and pseudogap phase merge at Tmaxc .
the temperature dependence of ∆pg [DYM+10]. In contrast, measurements performed here are
done on a broad temperature range showing a narrow grid. Besides the step-like feature at tem-
peratures T1, the obtained curves exhibit an additional kink (bending) at temperatures T2  T1,
showing also a dependence on the doping level (see Figure 4.9). We may assign this particular
feature at T2 to the pseudogap at T ∗ since both temperatures match each other as will be investi-
gated in detail below.
To extract the temperatures T1 and T2 more precisely it is usful to investigate the temperature
derivative ∂τ−1/∂T . This is done by choosing an appropriate numerical method [Hol]. In or-
der to evaluate small changes with less noise in the derivative, several neighboring points were
included. This procedure is enabled by the narrow temperature grid and the high-quality data.
In addition, this was applied to different THz frequencies, obtaining similar curves. Results are
presented in Figures 4.10(c) and (d) for different frequencies below 2∆sc. The common result
shows a peak at T1 (corresponding to Tc) due to the step-like feature and an additional step for
the kink at T2. This is marked in Figures 4.10(c) and (d). In combination with the curves for τ−1,
one can address temperatures T1 and T2 to both features, since no dependence on the excitation
energy is observed within a certain doping level δ. The temperature T1 was extracted from the
curves of Figures 4.10(a) and (b) by evaluating the mean value from the broading of the step and
from Figures 4.10(c) and (d) by evaluating the mean value from the broadening of the peak. The
temperature T2 was extracted from the step in temperature derivative.
From the frequency dependence, it is also possible to evaluate the gap energy 2∆sc due to the
clear phase transition. Values agree with literature and show the expected shift to lower frequen-
cies with deceasing δ. For 2∆pg no indicator is found in the frequency dependence. Hence, an
estimation of the pseudogap energy from the electron scattering rate seems not to be possible by
only considering the frequency dependence [DYM+10]. Thus, the temperature dependence and
its relation to the phase diagram will be exploited in detail below.
Discussion
The resulting values for T1 and T2 are displayed in a phase diagram in Figure 4.11 showing the
measured transition temperatures as function of the doping δ. For optimally doped BSCCO no
T2 value was extracted, since both features in the curves occur at once. In addition the supercon-
ducting dome is plotted, as a result from Equation 4.7. Here, experimentally obtained T1 match
the theoretical curve for Tc, while the measured T2 values match the pseudogap temperatures T ∗

































Figure 4.12: Temperature dependence of the normalized electron scattering rate for BSCCO with different doping
levels showing a Tc ranging from 68 K to 91 K to different excitation energies. (a) τ−1(T )/τ−1(Tc) at an
excition energy of 49 meV (11.9 THz) below the gap energies for all dopings, (b) for an excitation energy of
124 meV (30.3 THz) above the gap energies.
THz-transmission measurements is the merging of superconducting and pseudogap at Tmaxc (see
Figure 4.5(c)).
It is interesting to normalized τ−1 to its value at Tc as a function of T/Tc. Here, the supercon-
ducting phase transition is observed for optical excitation energies ~ω = 49 meV below 2∆sc as
presented in Figure 4.12(a). Additionally, the kink (bending) is observed at higher temperatures
T2 especially for Tc = 68 K and Tc = 80 K. Also the doping-dependence is seen from these
curves, finding lower T2 for higher transition temperatures as previously in Figure 4.10. Inves-
tigating τ−1 at excitation energies ~ω = 124 meV significantly higher than 2∆sc, as presented
in Figure 4.12(b), a step at Tc is not observed. Those large frequencies are insensitive to the
smaller superconducting gap. The bending at higher temperatures can still be found, however
much smaller than at lower frequencies. This indicates a larger pseudogap with ∆pg > ∆sc. A
consistent model, describing the optical conductivity in the superconducting and the normalcon-
ducting phase is not available so far. The found results from the electrons scattering rate can be
interpreted as follows.
On the one hand, an explanation for the slope above Tc might be provided in terms of preformed
Cooper pairs [HHDS08]. Above T ∗, the electron scattering rate τ−1 shows a strong increase with
temperature. This is flattened between T ∗ and Tc. Since unpaired electrons rule the temperature
dependence of τ−1, here, the presence of preformed Cooper pairs reduces the temperature de-
pendence. Scattering then occurs by breaking up pairs into quasi-particles. At Tc these Cooper
pairs then condense into the coherent state, leading to a virtually constant τ−1. In addition, the
observed dependence on the temperature below T ∗may also be a result of the normal conducting
electrons in the spacing layers.
On the other hand, one would expect both gaps to close on the overdoped site if the pseudogap
phase is a precursor for superconductivity [DYM+10], i.e. Tc and T ∗ should merge at zero and
not at Tmaxc , the top of the superconducting dome in Figure 4.11. The found scenario by THz



































Figure 4.13: (a) Photoinduced changes to the absorption ∆σ of BSCCO with Tc = 91 K at a sample temperature
of Ta = 30 K for various pump probe delays. (b) Photoinduced changes to the real and the imaginary part of ∆σ
as a function of the pump probe delay at a frequency of 15.5 THz below 2∆. An initial increase in absorption due
to quasi-particle emission is found that agrees with [CKO+04].
electronic states, since they do not just add up to spectroscopic gap. However, both phases seem
to be linked to each other.
Summary
Temperature and frequency dependent measurements on BSCCO for different doping levels were
performed, leading to the conductivity and the electron scattering rate. These quantities show
very similar temperature and frequency dependence. The superconducting phase transition can
be seen clearly, which allows us to extract Tc. In addition, a doping-dependence bending in
the temperature domain is observed, that is assigned to the pseudogap at T ∗. A theoretical de-
scription including the whole temperature range has not been provided so far. The observed
presumably pseudogap contribution can be partially understood in terms of preformed Cooper
pairs. Unfortunately, no overdoped samples were available. Here, THz measurements would
provide additional information due to the merging of superconducting gap and pseudogap.
4.4 Photoexcited BSCCO
Pump-probe measurements have also been performed on the BSCCO samples. The measured
changes in the conductivity are presented in Figure 4.13. Panel (a) shows the changes in absorp-
tion vs. frequency to different times after photoexcitation. Here, the pump-probe delay τ = 0 ps
was fixed at the maximum of the pump-induced changes. A large increase in absorption is found
immediately after photoexcitation, that decreases to later times on a picosecond timescale (see
Figure 4.13(b)). At higher frequencies the found increase in absorption becomes smaller. This
behaviour may be explained by the filling of the spectral gap as has been found for the equi-
librium data (see Figure 4.8(a)). In Figure 4.13(b) also ∆σ2(τ) is shown. Here, a decrease after
photoexcitation is observed. This also corresponds to the equilibrium case (seen in Figure 4.8(b)).








Figure 4.14: Pump-probe scheme for the pump power and the sample temperature. The pump pulse excites the
sample. After blocking of the pump pulse, the sample thermalizes to a higher temperature Ta + ∆T .
densate and a concurrent increase of the number of quasiparticles (ultrafast phase transition).
The recovery is found on a picosecond timescale and thus similar to YBCO, where a decay of
3.7 ps was observed [PPB+10]. Measurements previously obtained at THz frequencies far below
the gap energy (< 3 THz) [CKO+04, KCC+05] also show the increase in absorption but a slower
decay. Unfortunately, more accurate modeling (as e.g. done for graphite in Section 3.3) is difficult
as a theory for the THz response of equilibrium and photoexcited cuprates is still missing. Nev-
ertheless, the strong modulation of the THz optical properties are promising for MIR photonics.
4.5 Temperature Modulation Spectroscopy
Besides the changes of the optical properties after photoexcitation, attention was also paid on
PP-scans. These measurements reveal two different kinds of information:
1. an immediate change of the signal after photoexcitation followed up by a relaxation with
decay times dependent on the sample temperature. This has been used previously [Sch08]
to estimate the transition temperature Tc.
2. prior to photoexcitation a signal at delays τ < 0 is observed because the sample is not fully
recovered but thermalized.
Thus, PP-scans to delays τ < 0 contain information on the equilibrium response of the sample.
This is used for a comparison with the previoulsy obtained ∂τ−1/∂T from Section 4.3.
In pump-probe experiments, a delay of 12 ns between the measurement of the perturbed and un-
perturbed sample can be found (see Section 2.1.1), caused by the repetition rate of the Ti:Sapphire
oscillator. By this time, the sample is not fully recovered, thus at negative pump-probe delays
τ < 0, a difference signal ∆Sτ<0 = S(Ta+∆T )−S(T ) 6= 0 is expected, due to a quasi-equilibrium
temperature Ta + ∆T with ∆T  Ta. This situation is schematically shown in Figure 4.14. Ex-
pansion to first order yields
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Figure 4.15: Temperature dependence of the difference signal ∆Sτ<0 = S(Ta + ∆T )− S(T ) 6= 0 for negative
pump-probe delays τ < 0. (a) Optimally doped BSCCO with Tc = 91 K and (b) underdoped BSCCO with
Tc = 80 K. Panels (c) and (d) show the temperature derivative of the electron scattering rate measured on the
same samples.
Here, the change ∆T is expected to depend on the sample temperature Ta via e.g. the specific
heat ce.
Figure 4.15 displays the obtained curves for optimally doped and underdoped BSCCO in panels
(a) and (b) together with equilibrium data obtained by the temperature derivative of the electron
scattering rate (panels (c) and (d)). Above Tc, the resulting curves remain constant at a low level.
At Tc, a peak occurs showing a broad maximum as previously found for T1. A peak-shift to lower
temperatures is observed, caused by the change ∆T .
Above Tc, the obtained curves remain virtually constant (errors result from the mean values
obtained from different delays τ < 0 as well as a different number of repeated runs on the same
sample). Unlike in ∂τ−1/∂T , the occurance of T2 = T ∗ is not clearly observed (see Figure 4.15(d)).
This may be caused, by the different origin of both quantities. The electron scattering rate τ−1
includes information on phase and absorption via σ1 and σ2 and has been exploited at THz
frequencies below the energy of the superconducting gap. In contrast, the pump-probe signal
∆S is integrated over all THz frequencies and mainly sensitive to the changes in absorption
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∆σ1. Thus, it seems resonable that τ−1 is more sensitive to the pseudogap, since it includes the
complex conductivity. The superconducting phase transition is observed in both cases, since it
has large impact on the absorption.
In conclusion, pump-probe experiments are useful to obtain complementary data for the mea-
surements of equilibrium properties. Both static and quasistatic measurements require a long-
term stability of the experimental setup. An advantage are the complementary sources for errors
in the measurements that may cancel each other out. Equilibrium measurements are prone to
instabilities in the laser performance and slight changes in the sample quality, e.g. thickness.
Pump-probe measurements in contrast, require a narrow grid of temperatures and must be cor-
rected for a temperature shift. This can be done from the prominent peak found at Tc in both
experiments. Therefore a combination of both, THz transmission experiments and NIR-pump
THz-probe experiments improve the quality of the data.
4.6 Summary and Outlook
Temperature-dependent THz-transmission measurements on the cuprate BSCCO have been per-
formed in the frequency domain for four different doping levels. Here, from the electron scatter-
ing rate the superconducting gap energy can be evaluated as well as Tc. This is possible because
the superconducting coherent state leads to a strong decrease in absorption. The measured values
correspond to ones, previously obtained by other techniques. In addition, evidence for a second
phase transition has been found, that may be related to the pseudogap phase. A comparison to
previous measurements confirms this interpretation.
Photoexcitation leads to an ultrafast depletion of the superconducting gap as indicated by an
increased absorption immediately after photoexcitation. This effect depends on frequency and
shows a decay on a picosecond timescale. Quasi-equilibrium optical properties can also be mea-
sured by applying pump-probe technique. This may be a source for complementary information
for the equilibrium measurements.
Consequences for the phase diagram have been discussed, since a doping dependence for the
second phase transition has been found. In agreement with measurements for the gap energies,
the critical temperature of the superconducting phase transition and the pseudogap temperature
merge at Tmaxc . This is not understood in terms of a precurser superconductivity by the pseudo-
gap phase.
A deeper understanding of the cuprate superconductivity may be provided by compairing this
results to similar experiments performed on BCS superconductors. Here, MgB2 is well-suited due
to its high transition temperature. First results will be presented in Chapter 5. Especially, differ-
ences in the conductivity as well as the electron scattering rate above Tc should reveal information




In 2001 magnesium diboride was found to be superconducting below a critical temperature of 39 K
[NNM+01]. Besides the remarkably high transition temperature, that makes it possible to achieve the
superconducting phase by closed-cycle refrigerators instead of LHe, MgB2 is a simple compound of two
inexpensive elements instead of rare earth metals as used in cuprate superconductors [CC03]. Further
investigation showed magnesium diboride to be a BCS superconductor [QLYT02] with two gaps and thus
two distinct superconducting coherent states [CKI01].
This chapter presents first THz-transmission measurements on MgB2 thin films on silicon and diamond
substrates, respectively. The measured optical conductivity and electron scattering rate will be discussed
in terms of sample preparation with special interest on the achieved Tc on different substrates. Further
interest is given to a compairison of BCS and cuprate superconductors.
5.1 Properties of Magnesium Diboride
5.1.1 General Remarks
Magnesium diboride has been known for a long time. Therefore, the discovery of superconduc-
tivity was somehow surprising. It is also a very simple compound and consists of inexpensive
elements. Due to the transition temperature of 39 K there is no need for cooling with liquid he-
lium. Furthermore, a critical field of more than 30 T makes MgB2 interesting for applications at
high magnetic fields. Additional a low surface resistivity was found [JKK+05, JDK+06], promis-
ing applications in planar circuits and passive microwave devices.
5.1.2 Electronic and Phononic Properties
Electronic and phononic properties of MgB2 were studied using various experimental techniques
[UTS+03, HJ03, LLC+08] as well as by theory [CCL03, MA03]. MgB2 has a simple AlB2 structure
with graphite-like hexagonal boron layers separated by layers of hexagonal close-packed mag-
nesium atoms. The crystal structure is presented in Figure 5.1(a). Thus, this structure may be
regarded as that of completely intercaleted graphite with carbon replaced by boron. Further-
more, magnesium diboride is formally isoelectronic to graphite. Again, only s and p electrons
are involved in the electronic structure. As in graphite, the intralayer bonds are shorter than the
interlayer bonds. Here, only a factor of 2 occurs, whereas graphite shows a factor of 2.4. This
enables significant interlayer hopping [MA03].
Contrary to graphite, MgB2 shows an incomplete filling of the two σ bands corresponding to
strongly covalent sp2-hybrid bonding within the boron layers. The holes at the top of these σ
bands show two-dimensional properties and are localized within the boron sheets. In contrast to
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: (a) Crystal structure of MgB2 showing its hexagonal layered structure. Taken from [NNM+01].
(b) Electronic structure of MgB2, showing the hole-like σ and the electron-like pi bands. Taken from [CCL03].
σ bands, three-dimensional electrons and holes occur in the pi bands, which are delocalized over
the whole crystal [HJ03]. These two-dimensional covalent and three-dimensional metallic states
contribute almost equally to the eDOS atEF , while the unfilled covalent bands experience strong
interaction with longitudinal phonons in the boron layer [MA03]. The calculated band structure
is shown in Figure 5.1(b).
Four zone center optical phonon modes have been found [HJ03, KDJA01, BHR01]:
• B1g: two B atoms move out-ouf-plane in opposite directions, EB1g = 40− 43 meV,
• A2u: Mg and B planes move out-of-plane in opposite directions, EA2u = 48− 53 meV,
• E1u: Mg and B planes move in-plane in opposite directions, EE1u = 64− 75 meV,
• E2g: B atoms move in-plane in opposite directions, EE2g = 86− 89 meV.
The calculated phonon dispersion together with the corresponding DOS is shown in Figure 5.2.
The calculated EPC is found to be strong for the E2g, while there is only small coupling to the
other optical phonon modes.
5.1.3 MgB2 as Two-Gap BCS Superconductor
The first measurements of the isotope effect revealed the importance of the EPC for Cooper pair-
ing in MgB2. Tc shifts by 1 K when 11B is substituted for 10B [BLP+01]. Also for magnesium an
isotopic effect can be measured. Suprisingly, the substitution of 24Mg for 25Mg produces almost
no shift in Tc. These results suggest a highly selective EPC.
From Equation (1.10) one finds, that the gap depends on three parameters: the characteristic
phonon energy ~ωD, the eDOS D(EF ) and the EPC W0. While phonon energies are rather
high but comparable to other compounds and the eDOS is relavely low because MgB2 has no
d-electrons, the EPC must be the source for the remarkably high Tc. Here, the two nearly nonin-
teracting bands of different dimensionality and the band’s specific EPC have to be considered.
In MgB2, the high energy E2g optical phonon mode has a strong EPC to the two-dimensional σ
band. The strong coupling of the boron motion to the σ states originates from the covalent nature
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Figure 5.2: Phonon dispersion relation for MgB2 with optical phonon modes labeled, and phononic density of
states (DOS) taken from [BHR01]. Here, the E2g phonon modes shows highest phonon energies up to 0.1 eV.
of the σ band, where the charge is concentrated along the B - B direction. Thus, when boron atoms
move in-plane, the charge must redistribute significantly to accomodate the change. This distor-
tion shifts the energy of the electronic states and accounts for the large EPC. Because it affects
the conducting electrons, the E2g mode has a large impact on the superconducting properties of
MgB2 [YGL+01].
Already in the first month after the discovery of superconductivity in magnesium diboride, ex-
periments appeared that where inconsistent with a conventional BCS scenario, even though the
EPC pointed toward this [YGL+01]. It was observed, that specific heat measurements are easier
to explain if two gaps are assumed instead of one [BWF+01]. In fact, two distinct gaps appear as-
sociated with σ and pi Fermi surfaces. This two-gap model then was applied to EPC calculations
performed separately for the two sets of bands [MA03].
The strong EPC in the two-dimensional σ bands and weak EPC in the three-dimensional pi
bands lead to this striking qualitative feature of superconductivity in MgB2: the simultane-
ous existence of two energy gaps in the same material. Such model has been proposed be-
fore [SMW59, BBHB80], but MgB2 is the first example in which this effect is so dramatically
expressed. In MgB2, the two bands and the two very different sized gaps are quite distinct and
manifest themselves clearly [TYK+01]. The two gap sizes [TYK+01,UTS+03] have been evaluated
to:
1. larger gap: ∆1 = 5.6 meV,
2. smaller gap: ∆2 = 1.7 meV.
Both gaps close at Tc. The smaller gap appears in the pi bands, while the larger gap is associated
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Figure 5.3: Transmitted THz waveforms below and above Tc for both substrates: (a) Silicon substrate, (b) Dia-
mond substrate. For both samples a significant change in absorption is observed.
5.2 THz Measurements on MgB2 Thin Films
THz-transmission measurements have been performed with thin MgB2 films in the low fre-
quency range (0.8 to 4 THz), with photon energies corresponding to the gap sizes. In order
to optimize the sample preparation process, several substrates and thicknesses were used. The
sample preparation was done in a collaboration at Universita¨t Bielefeld, Department of Physics -
Thin Films and Physics of Nanostructures [FTMT10]. Here, first results from 30 nm thick MgB2
samples grown on silicon and diamond substrates are presented. They show that the samples are
superconducting on both substrates. The transition temperature can be evaluated from the data
as well as the energy of the larger band gap. Additional DC measurements revealed a Tc of 20 K.
A comparison to the cuprates closes this chapter.
5.2.1 Experimental Results
Raw Data
Figure 5.3(a) shows THz waveforms transmitted through the MgB2 sample on a silicon substrate.
A GaP crystal was used to generate THz radiation below 4 THz. Also THz radiation with higher
frequencies was generated as can be seen from the raw data. However, this information was
not used in data evaluation, since it reveals no further insights for the superconducting phase
transition. The chosen sample thickness seems to be adequate for transmission measurements.
The THz-pulse duration is found to be in the range of 1 ps in the low frequency range. The THz
waveforms for two sample temperatures above and below Tc are displayed. Again, as in the case
of the cuprates, a change in transmission is observed, leading to an increase in absortion at higher
temperatures. This can be understood in terms of the opening of a superconducting gap, as was
presented in detail in Section 4.3.
Figure 5.3(b) shows THz waveforms transmitted through the MgB2 sample on a diamond sub-
strate. Except slight changes due to the substrates transmission all findings are similar to the





























































































Figure 5.4: Temperature dependence of the optical conductivity for both MgB2 samples, on silicon and diamond
substrates, respectively. Real parts σ1 for (a) the silicon substrate and (b) the diamond substrate. Both show a
large increase at T = 20 K, found to be the transition temperature for both samples. Imaginary parts σ2 for (c) the
silicon substrate and (d) the diamond substrate. A decrease for low excitation energies is observed resulting in
a virtually constant σ2 above Tc. Insets show real (blue) and imaginary parts (red) of the conductivity vs.
temperature at a frequency of 1 THz.
Optical Conductivity
The optical conductivity has been evaluated similar to the cuprates as presented in Section 4.3.
Figure 5.4 presents the temperature dependence of the real and imaginary parts of the optical
conductivity in the frequency domain for both substrates. Since no qualitative changes can be
observed due to the substate the conductivity will be discussed by neglecting the substate. The
real part σ1, represents the absorption site of magnesium diboride. It increases with temperature
as expected from the raw data. In contrast to the cuprates a clear increase in a small tempera-
ture range around Tc is found. Above and below this intervall the conductivity remains almost
constant. The imaginary part σ2, represents the phase information. Here, a large shift with tem-
perature below Tc is observed. Above the critical temperature σ2 remains almost constant. In
contrast to the cuprates, σ2 changes sign below Tc, while it shows negative values above Tc.
The insets in Figures 5.4(c) and (d) show the values of both real and imaginary part of σ at a






Figure 5.5: Temperature and frequency dependence of the electron scattering rate τ−1 for both substrates, (a) sili-
con and (b) diamond, respectively. Both show an abrupt rise due to the superconducting phase transition, followed
up by a decease in the frequency domain.
From the slopes, Tc can be evaluated. Both samples show a critical temperature of Tc = 20 K. As
in the case of the cuprates, the mean value of the broadening of the step was used.
These findings are in good agreement with previous results [PDJ+03, KCO+02, ODC+08]. Here
usually small single crystals have been applied or instead, thick epitaxial films (d ≈ 200 nm) to
reduce the optical effect of the substrates.
Electron Scattering Rate
As previously in Section 4.3, the electron scattering rate τ−1 has been derived from the conduc-
tivity data (Equation (4.8) [BT05]). The curves obtained are displayed in Figure 5.5. The electrons
scattering rate shows the same frequency dependence and the same trend in the temperature
dependence for both substrates.
In the frequency domain a step is observed at temperatures below Tc followed up by a strong
decrease with increasing photon energy. At temperatures above Tc this step does not appear.
Figure 5.6(a) shows the frequency dependence at three different temperatures below Tc. From
the step in the curves (note that the lower limit of the frequency range is 0.8 THz), the gap energy
may be estimated: the step appears at ν = 1.2 ± 0.3 THz. This corresponds to an energy of
2∆exp = 4.9 ± 1.23 meV and thus is in agreement with the larger gap ∆1 = 5.6 meV, if one
consideres a smaller gap size due to the lower Tc. As expected from BCS theory, this value
decreases at temperatures close to Tc, here seen for T = 15 K.
Figure 5.6(b) shows the temperature dependence of the scattering rate for frequencies below and
close to 2∆exp. Here, the closing of the superconducting gap can be seen clearly: while at ν =
0.8 THz = 3.3 meV a step associated to the phase transition is found, this is not the case at
ν = 1.2 THz = 4.9 meV, where τ−1 is almost constant.
Again, an interpretation in terms of the band gap opening can be given. At Tc, electrons conden-
sate as Cooper pairs into the superconducting state and do not contribute to the scattering rate

































Figure 5.6: (a) Frequency dependence of the electron scattering rate measured for the sample on diamond substrate
for different sample temperatures below Tc, showing the rise at 2∆1. (b) Temperature dependence of the electron
scattering rate for different frequencies, indicating the closing of the superconducting gap above 1.2 THz.
characterizes the superconducting phase transition.
For all measured temperatures, the frequency dependence of the electron scattering rate shows a
decrease with increasing frequency immediately after 2∆exp. This is in contrast to the cuprates.
Here, τ−1 increases further (for BSCCO: see Figure 4.9). This difference may be related to the
existence of the pseudogap in cuprate superconductors.
5.2.2 Comparison between Cuprates and MgB2
As in the case of the cuprates, the electron scattering rate has been normalized to it value at Tc
and plotted vs. T/Tc. This is displayed for photon energies above and below the gap energy in
Figure 5.7 in combination with the corresponding curves measured on optimally doped BSCCO
with a Tc of 91 K.
In both cases, the measured data agree with each other in the considered temperature range. Be-
low the gap energy, a larger step in the case of MgB2 is found, leading to lower τ−1 values below
Tc. Here, the s-type superconducting phase plays an important role, since virtually all electrons
participate to the coherent state. This is not the case for the cuprates: here, superconductivity
occurs only in the CuO2 layers, while the remaining normally conducting electrons in the spac-
ing layers are simply short-circuited [Pic89]. Above Tc, for MgB2 the trend is not clear. It seems
that τ−1 remains virtually constant, while for BSCCO the electron scattering rate shows a further
increase. Here, the temperature range has to be increased in further measurements.
For excitation energies above the gap energy, no step appears in both cases and τ−1 remains
constant. This indicates the normal conductance in both materials.
Altogether, the measurements on both, BCS-superconductors and cuprates show several differ-
ences but also similarities. A step-like feature appears in the electron scattering rate at Tc as well
as 2∆, that has to be found more pronounced in the BCS-superconductor. Photon energies above



















Figure 5.7: Compairison of the normalized elec-
tron scattering rate of MgB2 to BSCCO with Tc =
91 K for excitation energies above and below the
superconducting gap. Both materials reveal simi-
lar behavior, while MgB2 shows a significant larger
decrease of τ−1 in the superconducting phase.
gies above the gap energy. For cuprates τ−1 shows a further increase, while in the BCS case an
opposite trend has been found.
Conclusions concerning the pseudogap phase cannot be drawn due to the limited information
on the temperature behavior and the low frequency resolution in the low THz frequency range.
Here, the experiment has to be improved in further measurements.
In case of magnesium diboride, no pump-probe measurements have been attempted. For the
used experimentel setup the pump-fluence would decrease significantly due to the required
larger pump-focus, which would be necessary, because the THz focus on the sample is much
larger at lower THz frequencies. In addition, the temporal resolution would decrease due to
the longer THz-pulse length. However, VIS-pump THz probe experiments have been done
by [DAT+03, DAT04]. Here, similar behavior to the cuprates has been found, showing a slower
recovery of the superconducting condensate on a 100 ps timescale.
5.3 Summary and Outlook
THz-transmission is a powerful tool to measure the sample quality and thus Tc of superconduc-
tors contactlessly. Here, the frequency range has to match the size of the superconducting gap.
Hence, the focus has been on magnesium diboride, due to its high Tc and the gap size corre-
sponding to about 1 THz. Thin films were prepared in a collaboration on finally two different
substrates, silicon and diamond, respectively. Due to the lattice mismatch between MgB2 and
the substrates, both samples show a smaller Tc than usual. Nevertheless, superconducting MgB2
samples on diamond and silicon have been prepared and characterized by THz transmission
experiments for the first time.
The obtained data for optical conductivity and electron scattering rate have been compared to
the findings from the cuprate BSCCO. Both show clear significance for the superconducting gap
in phase and absorption. The BCS superconductor MgB2 shows a sharp transition, while the
effect seems to be smeared out in BSCCO. Above Tc the measurements of the electron scatter-
ing rate indicate differences for both superconductors. This may be related to the occurance of
the pseudogap phase in the cuprates. Here, further measurements have to be done, especially
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for BCS-type superconductors. Therefore, the resolution in frequency and temperature must be
improved.
The performed experiments show MgB2 to be a good material for THz-transmission measure-
ments, due to its gap size of about 1 THz and its high Tc. Measurements on a broader temper-
ature range should reveal the differences between BCS-type and cuprate superconductors more
clearly. Experiments in the normal conducting phase of magnesium diboride than can be com-
pared to the pseudogap phase as well as the antiferromagnetic and normal conducting phase
in cuprates. Additional time-resolved measurements on MgB2 would lead to information on
quasi-particle dynamics. One may think of excitation with energies in the NIR as well as the THz
range. Here, the advantage is the computability of the samples response for BCS superconduc-
tors [PAK07, PKA08, PKA09]. This also enables a comparison with non-equilibrium states of the
cuprates. To perform time-resolved measurements on BCS superconductors, further improve-





Terahertz spectroscopy was used to investigate the THz optical properties of graphite and the
superconducting materials Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and MgB2 following thermal heating or excitation
with a femtosecond laser pulse. These materials are promising candidates for applications as
THz-optical switches or modulators.
In graphite, a decrease in the optical absorption with temperature is found in the covered spectral
range from 12 to 26 THz. This behavior is explained by the blocking of direct optical transition
due to the population of normally unoccupied states by thermally excited electrons. This effect is
partially compensated by indirect optical transitions that represent additional absorption chan-
nels at higher temperatures. In this context, an increase of the plasma frequency and the Drude
scattering rate with rising temperature is observed, which can be traced back to the strongly
varying eDOS of graphite around the Fermi energy.
Similar to thermal heating, photoexcitation of graphite leads to a bleaching at frequencies above
15 THz. At low temperatures, this effect becomes significantly larger than at room temperature
because thermally excited electrons play only a minor role in the sample response. After photoex-
citation, the electrons thermalize on a femtosecond timescale as expected for metals. Whereas the
plasma frequency is found to be completely determined by the instantaneous electronic temper-
ature, the Drude scattering rate is also sensitive to the ambient temperature. Theoretical calcula-
tions show that the excitation energy per electron is much higher at low temperatures, resulting
in higher electronic temperatures immediately after photoexcitation.
Within 0.5 ps after photoexcitation, few strongly coupled optical phonon modes have reached
thermal equilibrium with the electrons, while the remaining phonon modes are still cold. On a
picosecond timescale, these hot phonon modes scatter with low-energy acoustic phonons. This
decay becomes faster at higher ambient temperatures.
The cuprate superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and the BCS superconductor MgB2 show a sig-
nificant decrease of the absorption below the superconducting transition temperature. This is
explained by the opening of the superconducting bandgap. A close-mesh of measured temper-
atures reveals a feature that can be interpreted as the critical temperature of a pseudogap phase
in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ . Here, the behavior of the electron scattering rate in the pseudogap phase
might be explained by preformed Cooper pairs. In contrast to that interpretation, the phase dia-
gram derived from our data shows the pseudogap phase to exist only in the underdoped regime.
This favors the interpretation that pseudogap and superconducting phase are of competing order.
For Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ , photoexcitation below Tc leads to an increase in absorption due to quasi-
particle excitation. In addition, photoexcitation can be used to modulate the sample temperature,
which yields the temperature derivative of the THz conductivity.
MgB2 thin films have been grown on THz-transparent substrates, showing a Tc of 20 K. Here, the
transition temperature Tc and the gap energy have been measured contactlessly. THz-conduct-
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ivity measurements of this BCS superconductor enable a comparison to other superconducting
compounds. In MgB2, the normalized electron scattering rate decreases to significantly lower
values below Tc than in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ . This behavior points to a participation of almost all
electrons to the coherent state in MgB2.
To summarize, graphite’s optical properties show a significant temperature dependence. The
response after photoexcitation is also highly sensitive to the ambient temperature. Thus graphite
is a promising material for photonic devices. In addition, the energy relaxation was found to be
more effective at higher temperatures. This must be taken into account in future applications that
require fast relaxation of a THz-optical switch or modulator. In cuprates, superconducting phase
and pseudogap phase are found to be of competing order. Further insights are expected from





Aˆ,A, A¯ operator, vector, tensor A
bˆ, bˆ† annihilation and creation operator for bosons
b Bose distribution
cˆ, cˆ† annihilation and creation operator for fermions
D eDOS; thickness of substrate
d thickness of sample
f Fermi distribution
k electronic wavevector
m, M electron and ion mass
N refractive index; number of ions
n band index
Ne number of electrons
P , p momentum of ions and electrons
Q quotient of sample and reference signals
q phononic wavevektor
R response function
R, r displacement of ions and electrons
S signal
T ∗ pseudo gap temperature
Ta ambient temperature (sample temperature)
Tc critical temperature
Te electronic temperature
Γ Drude scattering rate; parameter in SWM
γ decay rate




Σop optical single-particle self-energy









DFG Difference Frequency Generation
DFT Density Functional Theory
DOT Direct Optical Transition
ECDC External Cavity Dispersion Control
eDOS electronic Density Of States





GVD Group Velocity Dispersion
HOPG Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite
HTSC High-Tc Superconductor
interDOT Direct Optical Transition between different electronic bands
intraDOT Direct Optical Transition in one electronic band
IR Infrared
IOT Indirect Optical Transition











SCOPs Strongly Coupled Optical Phonons
SFG Sum Frequency Generation
SC Superconductor
SWM Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure model
TA Transversal Acoustic in-plane phonon mode
TO Transversal Optic in-plane phonon mode
Xtal crystal
YBCO YBa2Cu3O6+δ
ZA Transversal Acoustic out-of-plane phonon mode
ZO Transversal Optic out-of-plane phonon mode
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Appendix B
Measurement of Sample Thickness
Sample thicknesses of graphite and BSCCO have been measured by transmission of visible light.
A HeNe laser (λ = 632.8 nm, Ehν = 2 eV) in combination with a photodiode have been used to
measure the ratio of sample and reference transmission.
B.1 Data Evaluation
The basics of the data evaluation is almost the same as presented in Section 2.3.3. Again, Fresnel
reflection and transmission coefficients from Equation (2.5) have been applied, including mul-
tiple reflections by the factor M from Equation (2.6). From the resulting relation, the sample
thickness can be evaluated if the total transmission is measured and the refractive indices N are
known for sample and substrate, respectively.
B.2 Refractive Indices
Refractive indices N for Ehν = 2 eV have to be known for all materials. Here, the used values
are:
N Reference evaluated d (nm)
graphite 2.83+1.73i [Pal91] 32± 0.4
2.73+1.4i [GHBT69] 39.4± 0.4
BSCCO (68 K) 1.62+0.36i [HTG07] 139± 4
BSCCO (80 K) 66± 4
BSCCO (85 K) 62± 4
BSCCO (91 K) 123± 2
diamond 2.4 [Pal91] -
Different values for N have been given in the literature: Here, the values lead to differences
in the evaluated sample thickness. Consequences arise concerning the applied model given by
Equation (3.5), since d enters linearly to first order in the thin-film formula of Equation 2.8. Thus,
the ratio of C = dreal/dexp changes. Here, all given values seem to be reasonable. The value
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In dieser Arbeit wurde THz-Spektroskopie genutzt um einerseits Graphit temperaturabha¨ngig
zu untersuchen, andererseits supraleitende Materialen wie das Kuprat Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ und
der BCS-Supraleiter MgB2. Im Halbmetall Graphit fu¨hrt die sich stark um die Fermi-Energie
herum a¨ndernde elektronische Zustandsdichte zu einer starken Temperaturabha¨ngigkeit der nie-
derenergetischen elektronischen Anregungen. Hinzu kommt die starke Kopplung nur weniger
Phononenmoden, die die Energierelaxation bestimmen. Fu¨r alle Arten von Supraleitern ist die
Bandlu¨cke unterhalb der kritischen Temperatur Tc charakteristisch und in der Gro¨ßenordnung
von 10 meV. Damit ist THz-Spektroskopie fu¨r diese Systeme hervorragend geeignet, um sowohl
Gleichgewichtseigenschaften zu untersuchen als auch die Energierelaxation nach Anregung mit
einem sichtbaren Laserpuls.
Graphit zeigt im Gleichgewicht einen starken Absorptionsru¨ckgang im gemessenen Bereich von
12-26 THz. Dieser ist auf ein Blockieren von direkten optischen U¨berga¨ngen durch bereits ther-
misch angeregte Elektronen zuru¨ckzufu¨hren. Im Gegensatz hierzu kann eine Zunahme der in-
direkten optischen U¨berga¨nge beobachtet werden, die jedoch das Ausbleichen aufgrund block-
ierter direkter U¨bergange nicht ausgleichen ko¨nnen. Im Zusammenhang damit wird ein starker
Anstieg sowohl der Plasmafrequenz als auch der Drude-Streurate mit steigender Temperatur
beobachtet. Diese Abha¨ngigkeit la¨ßt sich im Fall der Plasmafrequenz u¨ber die elektronische Zu-
standsdichte von Graphit um die Fermi-Energie herum modellieren.
Photoangeregtes Graphit zeigt ebenfalls ein Ausbleichen bei THz-Frequenzen u¨ber 15 THz. Bei
tiefen Temperaturen ist dieser Effekt wesentlich sta¨rker ausgepra¨gt, da hier thermisch angeregte
Elektronen weniger zur Probenantwort beitragen. Photoanregung fu¨hrt zu einem ultraschnellen
Thermalisieren der Elektronen untereinander innerhalb von wenigen 100 fs, wie es bei Met-
allen zu erwarten ist. Das wird durch ein rein thermisches Verhalten der Nichtgleichgewichts-
Plasmafrequenz unabha¨ngig von der Probentemperatur untermauert. Im Gegensatz hierzu ist
die Drude-Streurate nach Photoanregung stark von der Probentemperatur abha¨ngig. Theoretis-
che Modellierung zeigt, daß hierfu¨r die sta¨rkeren Ungleichgewichte der Elektronenverteilung bei
niederen Temperaturen verantwortlich sind. Durch wenig angeregte Ladungstra¨ger bei tiefen
Temperaturen treten ho¨here Anregungsdichten pro Elektron auf und fu¨hren zu ho¨heren elektro-
nischen Temperaturen unmittelbar nach der Anregung.
Interessanterweise ko¨nnen in Graphit mit zeitaufglo¨ster THz-Spektroskopie auch Phononen-
Streuprozesse beobachtet werden. Dies ist mo¨glich, da die thermalisierten Elektronen auch im
Gleichgewicht mit einigen wenigen stark gekoppelten optischen Phononenmoden (SCOPs) sind,
wa¨hrend das restliche Gitter noch kalt ist. Auf einer Pikosekunden-Zeitskala streuen diese SCOPs
mit anderen Phononenmoden. Dabei zeigt sich eine charakteristische Temperaturabha¨ngigkeit
der Streuraten, die nur mit Zerfa¨llen in niederenergetische (thermische) Phononenmoden zu
erkla¨ren ist. Solche Zerfa¨lle sind aber nur fu¨r eine langlebige SCOP-Mode (A′1-Mode am K-Punkt)
unter Einhaltung der Energie- und Impulserhaltung mo¨glich, die damit auch die Relaxation bes-
timmt.
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Sowohl der Kuprat-Supraleiter Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ als auch der BCS-Supraleiter MgB2 zeigen un-
terhalb von Tc ein starkes Ausbleichen. Dieses ist u¨ber das O¨ffnen der supraleitenden Bandlu¨cke
erkla¨rt. Durch die gewa¨hlte hohe Temperaturauflo¨sung gibt es klare Anzeichen fu¨r einen zweiten
Phasenu¨bergang in die Pseudogap-Phase bei Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ . Zwar la¨ßt sich der Verlauf der
Elektronenstreurate im Pseudogap-Bereich u¨ber vorgeformte Cooper-Paare deuten, die nur wenig
zur Temperaturabha¨ngigkeit beitragen, jedoch steht der erhaltene Verlauf des Phasendiagrams
dem entgegen, da die Pseudogap nur im unterdotierten Bereich existiert. Dieses Verhalten spricht
fu¨r getrennte Ursachen dieser beiden Phasen. Photoanregung unterhalb von Tc fu¨hrt bei Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ
zu einem Anwachsen der THz-Absorption, daß u¨ber die Anregung von Quasiteilchen erkla¨rt
wird. Das pumpinduzierte Signal kann aber auch verwendet werden, um Informationen u¨ber
Gleichgewichtszusta¨nde zu erhalten, da vor Erreichen des na¨chsten Anregungspulses die Probe
zwar thermalisiert aber noch nicht vollsta¨ndig relaxiert.
Erstmals konnten du¨nne MgB2-Filme auf den THz-transparenten Substraten Silizium und Dia-
mant in einer Kooperation mit der Universita¨t Bielefeld gewachsen werden, die ein entsprechend
hohes Tc aufweisen um THz-Messungen an ihnen durchzufu¨hren. Es wird so mo¨glich BCS-
Supraleiter auch bei Anregungsenergien im Bereich der supraleitenden Bandlu¨cke zu unter-
suchen und die gewonnenen Ergebnisse mit denen anderer supraleitender Materialen zu vergle-
ichen. Hierbei sollten Ru¨ckschlu¨sse auf die supraleitenden Mechanismen z.B. im Fall der Kuprate
mo¨glich sein. Fu¨r MgB2 wurde die Sprungtemperatur und die Gro¨ße der gro¨ßeren Bandlu¨cke
kontaktfrei bestimmt. Im Gegensatz zu Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sinkt die Elektronenstreurate unter-
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